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FOREWORD
This is Volume III of a three volume final report which consolidates
the studies and analyses conducted by Operations Research, Inc. (ORI) for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center,
under Contract No. NAS5-23477.
This volume contains documents generated under Task III - Development
of Special	 Issue Papers.
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MULTILATERAL
AERONAUTICAL DEVELOPMENTS
STATUS REPORT/BRIEFING
27 APRIL 1976
yKEY QUESTIONS
MULTILATERAL AERONAUTICAL DEVELOPMENTS
a
•	 ARE WE TRANSFERRING IMPORTANT AERONAUTICS R$T OVERSEAS SUCH THAT THIS
TRANSFER REPRESENTS A NET DISBENEFIT TO THE U.S'?
•	 WHAT IS BEING TRANSFERRED? UNDER WHAT TYPES OF ARRANGEMENTS?
0	 WHAT LED US TO OUR CURRENT POSITION? WHAT ARE THE TRENDS?
•	 WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL PROS AND CONS?
i
•	 WHAT STUDIES HAVE BEEN DONE IN THIS AREA AND WHAT ARE THEIR RESULTS?
0	 WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN AT THIS TIME?
•	 WHAT RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE MADE AT THIS TIME?
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MULTILATERAL AERONAUTICAL DEVELOPMENTS
OBJECTIVE	 A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF;
•	 TRENDS LEADING TO THESE DEVELOP MENTS
y
4	 THE NATURE OF THESE DEVELOPMENTS
•	 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEVELOPMENTS AND R&T
•	 THE RESULTS OF PREVIOUS ANALYSES
1
•	 CONCLUSIONS THAT CAN BE DRAWN
0	 IMPLICATIONS FOR U,S. AERONAUTICAL R&T POLICY
1113
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HISTORICALTRENDS
AFTER W.W.II
0	 U.S. AVIATION DOMINANCE
0	 MILITARY—CIVIL INTERACTIONS
0	 STRENGTHS OF AIRFRAME INDUSTRY
—	 EFFICIENCY, FINANCING
0	 GENERAL ECONOMIC GROWTH AND ROLE OF AERONAUTICS
PAST 5-10 YEARS
0	 INCREASING FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS AND RISK
0	 REDUCTION IN MILITARY —CIVIL INTERACTIONS s
0	 ENERGY PROBLEM
	
la
0	 INCREASED FOREIGN COMPETITION AND SUBSIDY
0	 GENERAL ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN
f
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NATURE OF MULTILATERAL AERONAUTICAL-DEVELOPMENTS
•	 SUBCONTRACTS (E.G., BUILD PARTS OF AIRCRAFT)
•	 PRODUCTION LICENSING (E,G „ PRODUCTION OVERSEAS)
•	 JOINT DEVELOPMENT (E.G.,, CONCORDE)
•	 DIRECT INVESTMENT IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
•	 DIRECT S",: -.F OF TECHNOLOGY (E , G„ PATENTS)
NSF STUDIES
•	 EXPORTS OF PRODUCTS
•	 LICENSNG OF TECHNOLOGY
•	 FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
-y-
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THE NEXT COMMERCIAL JEf
FUEL AND OPERATING ECONOMY: LOW NOISE
200 SEAT, SHORT-TO-MEDIUM RUNS
NEEDED IN 4-5 YEARS (START REPLACING 707 0 x, DC-H'S AND 727'S)
U.S. MANUFACTURERS CANNOT GET ADVANCE ORDERS FROM U ' S. AIRLINES
ALL MANUFACTURERS SEEKING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION PARTNERS
OVERSEAS
MC DELL-DOUGl.AS DC-X-200
SCALED-DOWN DC-10, NEW WING, 2 ENGINES
COST $500-600M To GET INTO PRODUCTION
BOE1NG 7x7
LEAN TOWARD TRI-JET
COST $111 TO DEVELOP
FOREIGN COMPETITION
A-300 SHRINK To 200 SEATS8 250 SEAT
100 SEAT MERCURE —^ STRETCH TO 150 SEATS
1/ BUSINESS WEEK, 12 APRIL 19764
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SPECIFIC MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENTS
BOEING 1X1
GREW OUT OF QSH PROJECT WITH AERITALIA (JOINT MANUFACTURING/
MARKETING AGREEMENT IN MAY 1971)
CURRENT PROGRAM GIVES ITALIAN CONSORTIUM PRODUCTION
PARTICIPATION
BOEING STATEMENT SAYS AERITALIA HAS 20% OF PROGRAM
IF CFM 56 ENGINE SELECTED, FRENCH WILL HAVE 50% OF ENGINE
PROGRAM
0	 IF JT.IOD ENGINE SELECTED, GERMANY AND ITALY WILL PARTICIPATE
IN POWERPLANT DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION
JAPAN (MITSUBISHI CONSORTIUM) TRYING TO JOIN PROGRAM, AFTER
DROPPING OWN YX TRANSPORT PROGRAM
COULD INVOLVE COOPERATIVE EFFORT ON NEW WING TO BE USED
BOTH ON 7X7 AND A-3008 TRANSFORT
TIMETABLE: FIRST 7X7 IN 1980-82 PERIOD; GENERALLY A
DERIVATIVE OF 727
SOURCE: GMS MARKET INTELLIGENCE REPORT, SEPTEMBER 1975
AVIATION MEEK, 16 FEBRUARY 1976
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`	 ` R	 SettIF!L MULitLATCHAL DLVLLOPMkNTS (CONS)
DOUGLAS/DASSAULT-B@EGUET
1 DOUGLAS BUILDS FUSELAGE BARREL EXTENSION AND PROVIDE
TECONICAL AND SALES SUPPORT FOR MERCURE 200
DASSAULT FUND DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO WING
FOR DC-X-200
DOUGLASIAEROSEATIAL
COOPERATIVE VENTURE ON ADVANCED VERSIONS OF A-3008
TRANSPORT
LOCKUFED/D SSA 1LT-B EGUET
1 NEW WING/POSSIBLE ENGINE CHANGE FOR MERCURE 206
1	 POSSIBLE USE IN U.S. MARKETS
SCE/SNECMA
{	 1
/
1
1
CFM INTERNATIONAL, A JOINT COMPANY (FOUNDED IN 1971)
CFM 56 ENGINE
IDEAL FOR BAC 111, DC-9, MERCURE, 727, TRIDENT, A300,
707, DC-8-60
50/50 SPLIT, OVERBILL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND SINGLE
CUSTOMER INTERFACE FOR SALES AND SERVICES
P&WROLLS ROYCE, ETC,
1 CONSORTIUM TO MANUFACTURE JT1OD-2 10 TON ENGINE
COMPETE WITH CFM56
^	 t	 ^	 ^
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RATIONALE FUR MULfi ^ IATERA^. AGRFE^IENTS
F4R AIRCRAFT MAPJUFACTURER
REDUCE^SHARE RISK
•
	
REDUCE FRONT END CASH FLOW
•
	
EXPAND MARKETS
•
	
GARNER FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY
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ORABLE AS
k
^	 EXPANDED SALES AND QOSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO BALANCE OF
b	
PAYMENTS
^	 MAINTENANCE OF NEALTN OF FREE WORLD FOREIGN AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY
COOPERATION—
 FOREIGN POLICY IMPLICATIONS
ULyFA11Q BLE
^	 POTENTIAL LOSS OF SALES, .JOpS AND INVESTMENT TO FOREIGN
COMPANIES
TRANSFER OF R8T TO FOREIGN COMPANIES LA TWO
—WAY STREET)
^	 POTENTIAL NEGATIVE BALANCE 0,=
 PAYMENTS EFFECTS
-9-
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^ELECTEp P ER VjQll^ STUQY RESULTS
GENERAL INDUSTRY	 ^^
^	 CHARACTER1STiCS of R8D INTENSIYf INDUSTRY
ECONOMIC BENEFlT^ OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
^	 CONCLUSIONS
4
^viATiQ^DUSTi^
TRENDS
EFFECTS
^	 f
CONCLUSIONS
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`,	 SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS ^
^	 OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES BY U,S, FIRMS ARE BENEFICIAL ^
—	 THEY INCREASE EXPORTS AND STIMULATE DOMESTIC EMPLOYMENT
—	 PROVIDE MEANS OF ACGlUIRING FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY
FIRMS DO PREFER EXPORTS T^/FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS AND FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENTS TO LICENSING
U,S, MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES WITH RELATIVELY LARGE R8D EXPENDITURES EEAD
OTHER INDUSTRIES IN EXPORTS, FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND LICENSING
^	 THERE IS NO CLEAR-CUT RELATION BETWEEN FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND "R8D
INTENSIVENESS" OF INDUSTRIES; IN CONTRAST, INTERNATIONAL LICENSING TENDS
TO VARY DIRECTLY WITH "R8D INTENSIyENESS"
I/ NATIONAL SC IENCE FOUNDATION, TECKr]..0,_^G I CAl_ I Nj^OVgj I Od!^H1ZFE2E^_^OYERNME NT
eOLICY, JANUARY 1976.
2/ M. W I LK I NS, THF^AI!lB1dSz1'^.41^T 11Y8LIQNRPQ I S ^.^M€.^AN 	 S I N s^AB oAD
FROM 1914 TO 1970 CAMBRIDGE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1974,
^/ NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, THE EFFECTS OF ^.N TE^IAI'1^lAL TECt,^OLOG^TRANSFERS
Q^l^L S. E^4j^jQMY, PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF A COLLOQUIM IN WASHINGTON, D. C„
17 NOVEMBER 1973,
y./ G, NAlNK I NS, TEC}♦HQLOGY TRAdSFF.R 6NR I" uLT LNA1 I ^1 Ltd F IBS ^ THE NOME ^4llNTfiY
PERSPECTIVE, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, UNPUBLISHED PAPER, 1975,
-11-
SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS v
D	 PAYMENTS FOR LICENSED TECHNOLOGY (A^.L- IN U,S,) ARE ABOUT y^
OF TOTAL RETURNS TO INNOVATIVE EFFORT FRACTION OF LICENSED
PATENTS CONSIDERABLY NIGNER^
FIRMS TEND TO LICENSE THEIR TECHNO^.OGY INTERNATIONALLY MORE
READILY THAN DOMESTICALLY
^	 REASON— PROTECTION OF DOMESTIC MARKETSs RETURN IN MARKETS CANNOT
ENTER ABROAD
^	 RULE—OF—THUMB: LICENSORS GET ABOUT 25^ OF PRODUCTION PROFITS OR
COST—SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THEIR INVENTION
^	 ROYALTY PAYMENTS FOR AN INVENTION ARE WELL BELOW VALUE OF
INVENTION TO LICENSEE
NOTE: RESULTS ARE BASED UPON STUDY OF U.S, AND JAPAN DATA,
],/ R.W. WILSON AND M.J. PECK, THE SALE OF TECHNOLOGY THROUGH LICENSING, DEPARTMENT
OF ECONOMICS, YALE UNIVERSITY SPONSORED BY NSF), PB 2y4-158, MAY 1975.
-12-
SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS
^	 FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENj,MAKES A SMALL CONTR1l3UTION TO INTERNATIONAL
DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY ,1/
—	 MAJOR PORTION OF SUCH INVESTMENT IN MANUFACTURING OCCURS AMONG
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES WHERE COMPETITIVE DOMESTIC FIRMS ALREADY EXIST
^	 AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE INADEQUATE FOR ASSFSBING WHETHER U.S, ECONOMY, Qd
[+^, BENEFITS FROM INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSF^R1 MANY SPECIFIC
	 '
INDUSTRIES, IN U,S, AND OVERSEAS ♦ NAVE BENEFITTED ^/
I	 AVAILABLE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT THE U,S, SHOULD ^.`NTAIN STS PRESENT
POLICY PERMITTING FOR^^GN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND LICENSING RELATIVELY
^	 FREE OF RESTRICTIONS
—	 EXCEPT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
—	 NO EVIDENCE, ON NET, TNAT THESE HAVE HURT U.S. ECONOMIC WELFARE
I/ W. F. FINAN, THE INTERNATIONAL_ TRANSF^ OF SEM ICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY.
 RN ouGH
U.S. —
 BASED FIRMS, NBER, 1975; ALSO A. LAKE, ^T^1pY OF T EH INTRODUCTjON OF
INNOVATION, INTO TdE U.K. ECONOMY, NSF GRANT, 195 UNPUBLISHED PAPER).
2/ G. C. HUFBAUER AND F. M. ADLER, UVERSEAS MA[^LUFACT^ ,^IN_.G INVESTMENT AND THE
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, TAX POLICY RESEARCH STUDY N0. 1, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
	 —
TREASURY, 1968; C. FREEMAN, RsD IN ELECTRONjC CAPITAL GOODS, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE ECONOMIC REVIEW, VOL. 34, NOVEMBER 1965.
^/ NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, THE EFFECTS OF j NTERf^j1^NA^^HNOLOGY TRANSFERS
OF U.S. ECONOMY, PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF A COLLOQUIM IN WASHINGTON, D. C.,
17 NoBEMBER 1973.
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SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS v
^	 EFFECT OF TRANSFERRING TECHNOLOGY WITH A LONG LEAD TIME TO PRODUCTION
MUST BE VERY LOW
OPEN LITERATURE ASSURES THAT BREAKTHROUGHS WIAFLY AISSEMINATED
TRANSFER OF LONG LEAD TIME RAS^CIAPPLIED RESEARCH IS PROBABLY BENEFICIAL
^	 TRANSFER OF MANUFACTURING EXPERTISE OR TECHNOLOGY WITH SHORT LEAD TIME
TO PRODUCTION CAN HAVE EFFECT ON COMPETITIVE CAPABILITIES OF A FIRM
^	 LICENSING FEES CAN PROVIDE FUNDS IN U.S. FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
-	 E.G., MANUFACTURE OF ENGINES (GE-SNECMA)
-	 TEND TO COUNTERBALANCE GAINS BY FOREIGN MANUFACTURER^ : IN LEARNING
ABOUT OUR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
^	 U.S, RECEIVES INFORMATION AND FUNDS WHEN TECHNOLOGY SHARED
l^ BOOZ-ALLEN APPLIED RESEARCH, INC., COMPETITIVE F^CjORS IN WORLD CIVIL
NASA CR-114447, AUGUST 1972.
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SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS 1/
IF CURRENT TRENDS CONTINUE, U.S. WILL LOSE OUT IN MEDIUM AND SHORT
HAUL AIRCRAFT MARKET	 ^ F
-	 OUTRIGHT SUBSIDIES OF FOREIGN IND^sTRY
-	 DECREASE IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM MILITARY SECTOR IN U.S.
FAVORABLE EUROPEAN POSITION NOT DUE TO INFUSIONS OF AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
-	 DEVELOPMENT TRENDS PROCEEDED IN PARALI.EI. WITH LITTLE CROSSOVER
-	 AMERICAN POSITION PROBABLY BEEN MORE FAVORABLY AFFECTED BY ANY
INTERCHANGE DUE TO GREATER ABILITY TO APPLY TECNNOL(►GY
^	 MOST EFFECTIVE INTERCHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY ON INTERPERSONAL BASIS
-	 LITTLE EVIDENCE OF ANY EFFECTS OF SUCH EXCHANGE IN AVIATION INDUSTRY
U.S. SHOULD ADOPT POLICIES SUPPORTING R8D oN TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES
^	 U.S. AVIATION INDUSTR'! PROBABLY BENEFITTED FROM ANY EXCHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY 	 '
RATHER THAN SUFFERED
1^ FORECASTING I NTERNAT I OVAL, LTD. , NOj^ TEC^O^^Y T [^j^(^FER, AFFECTS THE COMPS IT T I VE
POSITION QE THE U,^S . i N ,I,KE WOR^.Q AY1ALi^N MARKET, NASA CR-11 y4u8, 3 MARCH 1972,
-15-
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MULTILATCi'^AL DEVELOPMENTS AND R$T SUPPORT OPERATE
IN DISPARATE REGIMES
PRODUCj ^.IFE CYCLE
I^DyANCED
MARKETING OPERATIONS
RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION AND AND
AND $ALES MAINTENANCE
PROTOTYPING .
REGIME OF R8T
	
REGIME OF MULTILATERAL
SUPPORT
	
DEVELOPMENTS
^	 R8T SUPPORTS REMAINDER OF PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE
•	 R8T GENERALLY PRECEDES PRODUCTION BY 5-^ 5 YEARS
^	 SOME R8T MAY NAVE SHORT LEAD TIME tl-3 YEARS) E.G.,
MANUFACTURING/PRODUCTION PROCESSES
-16-
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^	 MOST PRODUCTS/SERVICES INVOLVED IN N^UL-TII-ATERAL DEVELOPMENTS
BASED ON "OLD" OR WELL KNOWN R$T RESULTS
^	 SOME LIMITED NUMBER) OF PRODUCTS/SERVICES INVOLVED IN
MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENTS MAY 8E BASED UPON "NEW" OR
RECENT R8T RESULTS ^E,G•, MANUFACTIlR1!^G/PRODUCTION
PROCESSES)
TO THE EXTENT THAT RECENT R$T RESULTS ARE TRANSFERRED,
PAYMENTS ARE RECEIVED CIA L^CENSINC ANv OTHER SIMILAR
ARRANGEMENTS
^ R8T RESULTS IN GENERAL ARE PRODUCED IN A NIGt:!-Y DYNAM IC
MANNER AND REPRESENT A HIGHLY FUNGIBLE COMMODITY E.G.,
PEOPLE TRANSFER, OPEN LITERATURE, ETC,)
^	 STRENGTH OF U.S, COMPANY BARGAINING POSITION DEPENDS
ON POSSESSION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
-17-
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^	 MULTILATERAL AERONAUTICAL DEVELOPMENTS INEVITABLE BASED ON
CURRENT U.S. POSITtOh AND INTERNATIONAL TRENDS
DIRECT TRANSFER OF R8T OCCURS VIA PATENTS/^.ICENSING FOR WHICH
PAYMENTS ARE RECEIVED
^	 POTENTIAL FOR ^^INADVERTENT^^ TRANSFER LIMITED SINCE OPERATE
1N DISPARpiE REGIMES OF LIFE CYCLE, WITH TIME DELAYS
I	 HOWEVER, SOME THREATS LXIST IN SHORT LEAD TIME AREAS (E,G „
MANUFACTURING/PRODUCTION PROCESSES]
	
^	 /	 R8T RESULTS INEVITABLY TRANSFERRED AS HIGHLY FUNGIBLE COMMODITY
^	 PREVIOUS STUDIES SUGGEST
-	 AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE INADEGIUATE FOR CONCLUSIVE NET
BENEFIT STATEMENT
r
-	 U.S. SHOULD MAINTAIN PRESENT POLICY
-18-
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^	 NO FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN CURRENT P01-ICY ALONG LEAD TIME R8T)
CAREFUL EXAMINATION WEEDED FOR SHORT LEAD TIME R8T
^	 U.S, SHOULD FACE ROLE AS EXPORTER OF R8T AND IMPLICATIONS
OF THAT ROLE
-	 CONTINUOUS GENERATION OF R$T
-	 FAIR MARKET VALUE OF R8T
1
-19-
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Unitfd Stacy Franca wst Grs^any
Govar+wnc n;. u. S. Goventwnt o^necsalD:. ADadc SQS of Che Frtnch tfrospaca Industry no subsUnttal nolatngs of the maJar ttr-
OMtannip 1s gownwlfnt-aanad. 	 Afrosoacttlt tnd craft cotaaantes In Gtrrrany.	 9awr/an
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Conn+ttra- natlona11zt0 SERE! Ca fat,f Socleta nattonal^comolexa: Oornler, rel, MTU, tnd 'rFV-
tSon IssOYStrial Aaros pattale.	 9ngwt dvtdtton fakker (Gaennan-Outctt Ca.). 	 Thew four
Wrgtd rlth Arians "'rctl Dassault to 1967 ufoanies colle<t:1 w ly control 95L of
Nttr govfr,.n^c pnasun.	 Oafswlc is Gtrstany's +tros pau caacity.
Frata'f largest Drtvau aeros pace caw-
P^-
Miltt- I U . S. uras pada cDwoanla haw i tcfnsfd ^ AtrosDat! a1f rt th jri tun ' s jAC ;otntty	 ^ ^!!, '!fY- :okkar, +nd Con+tlr nave tt Uned	 I
nattanal i production of J.S. + lrtrtfc +broad, ^Cwflaolnq Concord!; xlrosaatt + lf ,IU Gtr-^rlCti Aerosoatldl! on Atr^uf; 'IF,i-Fotktr
Pro^Kti ^ Aertulta	 sna 3oa11p dr't lotntly Sfvfl- ;man,	 Outcn,	 Saantsn dna 3rt:lsn :ot^0antts	 ',111	 usf iolitlSrEG"A engines an	 tF4 - Dl t : ;
o0/nq pSH :rtnsoort: 5^1EG°J< dnd ^,E do ^cfwlootnq A-3005 xtreus: letrosoatitlf wiCnI;AC dnd strluitt !otnee `9B •or ERG:
faintly davf!caing Her tngtnf;	 :ne :.5. ^3rl:ttn'S 'aesclana 7n nt^. ^eticooctn; 	 7tvtlennenc;	 0onter dne 7assaul: svenly
Gowr+>,+t+tt is .Hoc Imolvta strKt : y sr !Atrospat7aie wlt.1 tFa and '!!8 of ;trnany onlsoti:.ort 7n :Iona :e*. ^rogrsn »nian is
1ndlrectly In tunllnq :ne U.S. s pan of ^ iransall; Dassault dna 3AC :ofnt'	 sfwi-	 mont:.pred :y ; a+nc Frenan -^,trn'an ;overn-
sstltlnattonal pro^Kts. opinq Jaguar; Jasswlt/Brtgwt .tc^ Oucc^. ;ment reorestntst7ves; rc'a dnd "7e jotnea
ealgian, dnd Gtrman c7tnoanifs on 1.tlantic: : wt L1 =trosaat7sle on Transail.I
Onsault/8ngwc +tt7t Oornttr 7f Germany aM
Alpha ^fe: OassaulV9ngwt . 1 L1 Iultan,
lalglan, tnd Spantsn comoan7es ;o1nt1Y u-
	 I
veloptnq !farcvn: SnEG`fA dna Genersl E1 K•
t
1?'It dwtlaptnq ntr Mglnts.
I
GOVer>7fflCl 9tliCH	 Lne U. $. ;W rdntafd loan Of 5254	 iranq dnd J.C.	 +r'e SD11 Ct7 nq ContDrat	 ^GOVtrt,e+enC haf ;rtn Ltd 1 384 mliltan	 fOr	 tSuas7ditf	 wttltan :o l.ocknftd dna uwlaanfnt tosu ; cos ts !st7mattd +t 51.0 7tlllon (:y	 :9151: ,Its sntn of x - 7008 A1r-us 7frf•O OwMt.
^ of Uf 1ST, :nf U.S. u0vfrttEllnt nas 7ro-	 ^ 5192 m111ion is tsclwaud =rtnclt sna p of	 dna ;utrantaed ank lodrts '7r +ddtttonal
vlded no 11nct su000rt •'or ctortnercitt	 IA-3001 deveioafnnt case: Situ nas 	 19trM ^tuws: .tcn suostales	 snd treat:.	 :nf
I aircraft Cfvtloaanc. 7roaucaon 7r tolls ; Dassault i52 7f ^er:un's 5100 ^ttlion c1- , govfrrntMt .us 	 `^.^eed 'i::! 'o ca+	 r^^r-
ventures a:coot ltrougn :hu +ool t utton	 velooa^ent costs; Gavert+flftt is	 funelnq	 ; bl= 7r93K:: 3overnnelne nds invfsad
oP w111ury and 'IASA resNrtll tna Cavfl-	 I S'iEG`M'f Half of ; p int ^/SVEC'A DroJKL.	 ; nNrly : :."0 m;i!an an ^/S"Jl Sa+dtef:
opa+tnL, JttnDdnk lOM3 dnd gwran Cttf,	 11'nHf ylOvernaklnt SUOfld7 of for 7roauct7 On 	 ^ ^Orl rn-r+ L ;rants loans 7f ^p :J OO: 7t
an0 taX ditfrralS,Ghrougn ^OtestiC :n- 	 I+n 1n :»f t0/te Of iOlnS .n1c.1 7fCaklf rt-	 ICtvk^.'.afnC COf:S.	 ^1fes1	 I Olns :Nr n0	 `
1;artla Cl onal	 Shcfi :orpoN Cl Onf (OlSC1.	 paylala 1r tnd wnfn fUfflClMt saltf dna	 1n4nSL, +nd _1f1r reed ywent if :7nttn-
praflts to real tzed. 	 (n :972. Franca Had ^ qfn: roan :he 7rof' :aot 1 i ty of :^e 7ro-
Dudgetad SlSe . 2 nHllfdn for tht Cancarae. 	 ; K:.	 Stsu ltd :o clvtl	 ttrcrat: ;ro-
531.] •1111 on for :.'rt'•ercurf,	 dnd S6a.i	 ^duc:7on	 :cuiw 560.3 etlifon (196]-e9).
w1111on for v» A-JOOe Alreus.
	
^SSZ m111ton to	 :970.	 S5t mt11!on	 to	 1971.
Set ettlton to	 :312,	 and 162 ^1111an	 for
191].	 157 e1111an ws tlloeacW	 'or
A-3t0ps 1 n 1412.
u0 U.S. tkpendl:uns for ayrosoacf 350 I Frenun apendtturef far NrolDact RSO fn	 i ;erwtn en pfnu::urts •or derosodcf 750
toulfa	 S5,J51 a1111on to 1317:	 !1+e 1961 tooled S64a a1111on;	 .'+t Sou	 ^ totaled 5191 rtllion	 to :367.	 :nt ;owrn-
govtrnwast 'wded 18.35 of oat :0u1. tunaW 91.35 of :hat tool.	 l eant funata 36.35 of Ndt aul.	 i
nartttinq I Ektaaank t>tUnds :0-yttr •fnancinq for	 The Suu hu nadf IL oafflDle •dr 0assul: ^ Gavtr^ntnt +nd a enaes ; Ger*an ekpar • + n -	 '
AfflsLnu r1df00dtfd +trcraft: Est n p lant to Ddr-	 tls otter credo tarew 	 for its x111 ury ttr- surance :ank) ndre tawn0:ad Ji4-5;4 'row
C1cl paq utr to 405, tnclualnq loans dnd 	 crtft a lar a :: on pe-toils over iS 	 ; nonul	 ta1H tar^ef.	 a +yn+ent +uy of • t-
gwrantNS on narrareody ttrtraft w+tn 	 I yfan.	 In ^-dttn A+rrtu, Industry tales-	 ndncM on :0 - yetr lode +t d -atf of ZS
Ionlgn cotwtt:ton is :onflratd: cur-	 ^mtn dre of!M +cco+ganted oy rfarelttCl-	 Dflov eitfttnq ++drttt • a a .	 ;Vre-+ily,
rfnt Ealwbank r1 Ce tf I5.	 GtneNlly,	 I tivtt Of Lne French mt ntftrt ff Z • N11 nCf.	 tl!!nt UtaOrt "ntntl nq r^UItCt OnS +na
Caw0eNClre :trM try Offfrtd tnOfl	 f[:Mta +rtd :K1n01ogy, and 7ftfnse;	 .^f	 ! ta0ar: :7nCrolf C7 +11 :uC 'Id LO :ountritf ^
Fonlgn M11iury Sales ^rogru. 	 JISC	 (State su00ortf Dassault 7roducttan offers 	 ^ e><uoc :reed t moote vroeatwtnts !or +tr-
tMCtfd to 1911 ^frwttt 'Ins to tie mn	 to ONfr Caue[rttf (of!sec +rrangtwencsl. 	 ^ crdfL upor•..
carehci t1 w on :he e>, port oar• .t Dy t
taa rrltrral or SOZ,
State	 rt+e Sou tf 7nf df .he 7rtnclDal 	 :ufto-	 i ^?If scan is one ^I 11f 7rinc7aal	 -7f: gntrs^ 1+e Stt :f 's one 7t tnf or^ncicai	 :usco-
Af A	 ^ rn o/ :nt +erosoact industry. 	 In :971	 Ia1 cht +e*osoact inauscry.	 :n :972 :ne	 atn of :nf +er^sodct +noustry. 	 In	 :912
CwtaNr	 L1f Sou + ctAUncad 'o ► SO. ii of a+t	 I Statf tccountad for d9. ii or thf tool	 I se Suu + ccowcae •or :1.JS of :^etotal	 salts.	 '`^. 7fl't anugt 	 +! ntgn oe-	 ^ saift.	 total	 tales.
VWe 01 mlfftl p dnd tDaCKrttt.	 I	 I
SOYrCf: Jt3C At'osoaca :nauftry 3os.. Trent o. Otv., 8, 0t:. :], 1972.
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Itlly 
50s of A.ritalla Is gov.rnment-owned. Aeronautlca 
Macchi, Slal-Harchtt~i. Augusta. and Partlnavlca 
'" prhately own.d. 
UnltiQ K!nqdOlll 
Rolls-Royce Is government-owned; because aAC was ZO~ 
owned by Rolls-Royce. the govern~4nt has assum~ 
tills share. but Intends to sell it; gove,,"mene hels 
larg. holdings In two smaller companies-·ae,qle Air-
craft Co •• and Short arothers ana Harla~a 1.:4. 
~--.................................................. -.------~----------------..... -------..... --~ Alritalta was fanned In July 1971 by corialn1", 
a.rospace Icelvitits of Flat. Ind Atftr and 
StIDDlra!}"!. Would 11kl a merglr of SI,I-
M1rc11.tt1. "utstl Ind "acenl. 
[n lat. 1950's Ind elrly 1950's: BAC, HlWk~r 
SlddlllY, Wlscland (h.llcoptl"'), Inl1 Roils-Royci. 
~---------------------------------+-----------------------------------~ Aeritalla holds lSS shll'! of ,~CA development ~ith 
SAC of U.K. and :ol8B of GeMl1any; Aeritalfa is In-
volved! in licensed produc:ion programs on OC-; ~nd 
OC-l0., Ind with 30elng on development of new quiet 
short-haul transport: .Iac (p~rt or Aeritalia) In-
volved In Mel'1:Ure develoClll!!nt. and has asse!lblll 
facil1tltS for the I_Qc~het'l ~-L04S; I'acc:hi joined 
I!AC. MBS. ,nd ~.rltllia in c!velopmenc of tht 
Pana" light f1qhter: ~ugusta. ~ndlr llclns.s. ~ro­
duCIS 4"11 Sills 3ell nel icoptln. 
Th. <1tclslon eo fonn AeriUli! '~as ene fint move 
by tn. government to givI significant support to 
its Itros~ce- il1dustry. Recent government insU-
billty hu caused delays in !stablfshinq priori-
tils. Government is financing [caly's particioa-
tion In MRCA dlvtlocmtnt. Government '~i 11 splnd 
S2BO mil110n enrough Aaritalia In developing and 
manufacturinq a 4-tftqine. lSO-pass.nglr QSH 
erlnsllOrt. 
SAC with France on Concorde: Hawker Siddeley In-
volved In Ai~us projac:: Rolls-~oyce ~nd SNEC~ 
sharing dlvelo!lft'.ent cOStS of ~ngine for 'IFW-614; 
SAC. MB8 of Germany. and Saae-Scania or Sweden-joint c1eyeloament of QSiOL: 3AC '~i en Qassaul c jointly developing Jaguar: ',jutlano wi t.h Aeros!'a-
:~~le on helicopters; SAC wi:" Germans ~nd [talians 
on ~~~. Short aroene~ share deyelooment costs of 
Fokklr F-ZS ·"fth Dutc:h: Hawker Sfd~.lay :ollabo-
r'l1:tS wi th Bttell on further cllvelopnllilt of HS-IZS 
f .. ily. 
U.K. and France are s~litelng Concorde R&D costs 
!stimated at S3.0 billion (by 1975); Government is 
funding SO-CO: of U.K.' s share of '1p,j-014 costs 
estimated at S2-3 mill lor.; Government participation 
In I".RC:' .~rogra;; ,.p;:;oQxima tes ~oOO mi II ion. and 
~mounts to S2S m,lllon for Jaguar; 5ricisn compan-
~; " I 
I es may wri te off 100: of new I ~,vestments I n aero-
space ~rcduction facilities In tne yeir in wnich 
fnv!Stments are l1'.ade. Besides R&D support. tl,e 
Goventllllllt 4Ssists Indust!"J with "launching" aid. 
tauncning aid 1$ ~n interest-free financial contri-
bution eo the launching costs of i civil lircraft 
o~ lero-engine project. repayable as 1 levy on sales 
and licenses to ct.e extent t!'1at ehese are achieved. 
A tax reblte of l~: of purchase price has oe--" re-
bated by the- government on all exports (dmounts to 
eu" subsidy). State subsidi~s for civil aircraft 
production totaled S92 million in 1965. S143 mil-
110n 1n 1967. S168 miliion In 1968. S192 million 
) 
, I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I r~ 1957 [talian expenditures for areospace totaled 1538 lillIan; ~vlrnlnlnr. funded 81.5l: of that ectal. 
I 
Undlr S50 million of aireraft products wire ex-
portH In 1971. rhe [calian Airforee buys 2/3 of 
the country's aerospaci products wilich toulld 
5238 mill! on in 1971. I.ess ;h4n lO: goes to the 
dODIStic civil marklt. 
I TIll State I s one of enepri ftci pal customen of the 
I "roS"ace I ndu:;try , [n L972 ;:liG Seate elccountla 
In 1969, and $192 million il' 1970. 
British ex~lnditul'!s for lerospace R&O in :958 
totaled S726 million; ene State funded 92.1~ of 
that ecul. 
I SAC has sold aAC-Lll's at 5% ~own. 5: on deliyery. 
and lO-yelr ffnancinq at S.SS interest~ Hiwker 
Slddlley 748's have been sold ec Chile with no down 
payMnt and financing for lZ yean. 
: Tl1e State is one of eo"e princioal customers of the 
. aeros~ace industry. [n 1972 the Stat. accounted 
for 47.3: of tne eoul sales. I for Sl.41 of ent toul selles. 
I~---------------------------~----------------~ , 
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faretel0attnq
Oestgnatton Typt M1sslon foreign CooOe n tivt Agreatwnt Coesants
MenufatCUrers
doting TX TN jet Short-Raul CrMfDOrC J+NaMaSa C1v11 1h! 1912 .:+pMtse bu.gCt Cut Tht agrferenC ntQOCi+te9 a
TransOOrt Plant Ca- the DI^nnW coney a w 11ab1t SO•SO ven tu re but in	 i97a_
velOpwM t Afsae. for G1e yt+ ► dot.n /rqe T],300 J+oan merged rich 30t1nq/
e1111an	 (ta.l e1111cn1	 CO ^ert;alta On ;he 7X7 project:.
' only 1200 m1111on	 (E2SO,000) t J+ panest partfclpatian could
now Dt as
	 ilitle as	 :0:.
9a;elnq	 117 Trljet, 4 engine long-range, tow Atr1G lea,	 Italy J+oanese government voted (Janes	 dll	 t>•e '^iorld aircraft
(taplorarary) density routes, Jap+n S1 million to corer 15: of 19i5-19%e.)	 ;ericall,s	 rt-
transport Dudgtt for fY 1915.	 OH 9- Quested that Its chart be cut
lnally Olanned as a 5701 :0 3CS	 f-on SC'.	 to 1971,	 thus
type early	 1n	 1911	 (OSHI	 1n su9gestlnq is 70/10 share for
May.	 0y cAe end of 1977, the JaOanese. s 4oeinq is also
Rio a pendltures Dy Aeri!alla inters ted to 3r1:1th par:lcl-
aeauntW Co 532 s111ton, 	 Ipation.s
v 5oelnq 1NI Fae11y Of alrcGaft !'Wive range IG11an gOvernetent hu set Mopes Co Dutid i00 by ;996.`
aside,	 in princtple,	 sc+ne
8oetnq has a "ay 1976 goal	 for
)
S34t) aitlfOn
	 for ;he pro-
^«t'
CI+rlfytnq the S U ndara body
deriwtives bNng studies under
tAt label of 7NT.s
loet,tq 101 1 engine jet, long-range pas- tbrthra t Indus- Janu+ry 1973-Ta Du11d and Contract cas t s	 for dtllveries
passenger ilner senger/trelgnt tries l;d. deliver aft	 !usela;e sec- over next four ylars.a
transport (Can+des) d ons. 55 tenor ring s;rlc-
tuns.	 Contract valued at
55 mii^;an.
!b rttnast Indus- rlay.	 !972-Teti	 sections :on- Cantrsc: car 2.3 ye+rs.a•r
tsies ! :d. tract +aluM at S6 mill ion,
alts roc 35 sh;psecs r,th
an o0tton for ;0 ogre over
18 montAS.
4oelnq 121 TrijeC turbofan Short/medtua range C^SA of SDaln January 1473•TO su0oly rear 9oting rill	 suooly	 :ec!tnical
airliner cuaeurctal aircraft airutr assNrbltes ones assistance and aoling eeuip-
operations rudder a Ds. went.
Soviet Un1on USSR to product passenger Boelnq :^rned over set of draw-
door as ;,er 197t negotia- irtgs and	 tcalinq dtagrams.a
dons. Sold 3oeing :echnolcgy an 127
doors
doelnq 'Z7-2C0 Hawker :! Havil- 1971	 :cntrsct far main ring darker 1e .iavtllaro • as	 -e-
land S Cotatorreal;h r!bs and rrdCers
	
;otalilnq ^catved an adCittonal	 contrac:
Aircraft Corp . nearly Sa mi111on.	 Sal- Iw sued at SZ mi111en.	 'his	 is
(Australia) itys	 for 3 aircraft contract tie Stn coca cantrac:	 ±n 5 yrs.
calved +t 5300,J00. 90e1nq has placed oree n !or
almost :59 shtosets valued at
515 m111fon.to
doting 131 Twin-engtned jet hors-range con- AdancW 73T CeliverW co
transport attrciai	 a1r11ne
I
Sandia araDion Airlines '
o0intlons March 1911.
6otinq 7tT a-engine long raogt, heavy M.t uu0isnl 4tavy 1n- InDOard fla0s; outbc+rd
load, passenger/ dustries;	 rat.asY.i fleps.ts
CaryO a1r11nt o0- Mlevy Industries
erattons
Sheri bothers l !'^Kh 1373-Uadercarrlage
Harland (delfast) doors	 in excess of :t ail.
lion	 (aoou[	 52.+6 TL1110n).t2
C.	 T.	 Taylor, ltd. 5tpter.+ber 197 a-three aircraft_
(Englano) secs of galte^s slued at
^l3/t million.
tSartoni-E111ott '^oriclnq on an	 lntprared
Av/an lc Systems, autarnacic thrott l e control
ltd. systaet. t`
Nate:
	
Zotinq could p lace	 152
eep loyerts to 3agAaad to the
sunst:er of 1915 ender a 	 sva-
pOrt :JntraG: riC1	 :na :.fr-
rays ltd.	 Tht tumoany could
provide wanagee+snt aces ttante
LO	 IrtOv1 Afr for 3 years
under the 520 million	 suocort
pro+)ran •ntch ^a: a
	
.Lndtt!rn
Of a	 purchase :y	 Lheratrlire:
Of d !ne t nq ^C:Iinerl January
11,	 1515.'
1t
.! .
•	 ^,
s•
. :;, . 
SS 011 
3-t1l9 n. 
11 
Passtllgtr/ Cirgo 
'QPI£)t)tJ~~wnJITY ,OF nn 
AGE is P( 
.^. ^
U.S. COOPERATIVE AGREEMErITS 'fIITH FOREIGrI AND MUITINATIONA,L
FIRMS IN CIVIL AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE PROGRAMS
ParClCipatinq
Foreign
Nanufactu n rs
Hughes airiest is
operating a domestic
atrl4ne for the na-
tion rep lacing the
OC-^ operation
Cdenpn is
April 1375-Involves ]3 er p '•oy-
ees and least Of three F-27s.
Preliminary agree+nent signed
with Comoagnie Central d'^tudes
Industriale of Paris, giving
the French company exclusive
aurkttinq right3 1n FranCe ^Or
l N's Airtrans people/Saggaqe/
mail autos tea :ransportat^an
systaa.t^
H	 ,
/	 -^
Oestgnation
Hughes Alrwest 6
Saud1 Areblan Afr-
11nes
l"t aerospace
Corp.
^ Flight Internacionnl, February 1, 1912, p • 161.
Oeparcenc of State Alrgram - A-271, rSy 3, 1974.
^ Oeoartnxnt of State Airgra^e - A-6y0, august 14, :974.
^ Flight international. Fbruary 1911.
S avidtton keel; S Space TKr.noiogy, February :5, 1975.
Ceparta.ent of State airgram - ,.-172, April tl, 1917.
^ Aviation Caiiy, t:over.^ber 'A, !912, p. 166.
s 'few York Times, August 25, 1912.
I
s Aviation +eek S Space 'ethnology, !'arch t2, 1972. p. 26.
^^ Aviation Oaily, Oecamber l6, 1972. o. 255.
<< Aviacton Oaily, Cecerroer 4, 1913, p . 182.
1Z Aviation Oaily, !larch 22. 1971, p. 121
i ^ Society of 4ritish aeros pace Coa^panies. l.cd (53AC "ews), Landon, September I9, 1974.
r ^ Aviation Oaily, June 6, 1975, p . 198
	
'	 is Standlyd b Parrs, April 24, 1975.
	
S	 ^
'a SdAC dews, h^jrch 2?, 1972
l ^ S3AC 'lewt, ra rh 3, 1472 and avfatian Cai1y, February 25, !973, p. 301.
:a av,acion Week S Space Technology, Ceeevaer d, 1975, p. 201.
- ^ is Aviacton ':eek S Space Technology, Oecarnoer 15, 1975, p. Cb
to Aviation Oa11y, Seotewrer 21, 1412, p. 110.
=t Aviation Dally, October 3, 1975, p. 189.
_= aviation Meek S Soace Technology, February 2, 1976.
is aviation Oaily, Gtcember 29, 1975, p. 302.
=v Aviation Cail!es: July 16, 1974, p. 36; July 20, 1974, p, 167; and aviation 'seek S S pace Technology, July 22, 197x, p, 19.
=s OtS C1v11 aircraft Highlights, December 1915•.
a Aviation ':eek b Space Technology, Sep tember 9, t91a, p, SS.
;
17 aviation '..eek S Soace Technology, July 11, 1972, p. 11
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ENGINE PROG^Z^
!HnufaC Wrer Qeslgnatlon -	 M1sslon foreign Alrtrlft Coesrwnts
Avw ^ytos+tnq A^F 5020 Conaerclal	 light 1971-6+ssautc-6rtgw c A contender for ant neat ganeracion of turoofan-
trensport +nd atacu- Falcon 30 pa•ered business aircraft (Avu tlon ueek and Space
tivt market Teer+dlogy,
	
1:/1/75, p.	 11)
IGSO-SaOA/C 8ustntss/Transport Hawker Slddeley MSla6
Rinaldo Pliggio
	 -	 Italy	 .
Correct 331-1.151A Business E^cKUtivt Jaoanese Mitsubishi
Airesearcl ^ t*t2f 6 2G
131 . 2.201A CargolPassenger Irish Short Skyvan SC7
Series
331-S-2S1C STCI Transport Casa 212 - Spain's Aviacar
131-] Susiness jet Israel's ';tetwind	 112=
I'
Central	 Elec•	 CF1a-i6 engine Cornerctal aircraft ICeal	 for Engiisn 3AC 111 SNEL^'.4 decided to aur^rtn of 1971 	 :o Cevelao engine an	 t
tric/SNEG^A	 TM rd gantrac'.en Ideal for France !!ercure + iU id Dasis ^itn General	 a?ec:r i c.	 In	 1911.	 1.2
p	 subsonic aircraft million	 francs,	 and	 fn	 1972,	 l0 million	 frenes.
(CFN International, a joint cowpony 80 a^titon	 francs	 to cancrac:inq 4uthori:y ant 51.7
^+as farmee by General Ei^;ric b n^tli.on francs	 in aop ro p riacion^ .ad Seen tarr+arted
S±fEGwt in early 1910 :o provide
for i97^ for the 10-.an engine .ar _erelopment cos s
from SnEC.WA's	 !lnancing Input.	 ;CaparLacn:
overall Drcgrow ranageornt .or
apart	 a.m
of S;ace Airgram A-250, Cre:roer 1],	 1913).
:h! CFM Cii	 trgtne, and a singly
custot+tr interface for sales and
serrice)	 ^
Gt^eni =1ec- ^ rFi - i0 :1r0ofan French and Geman Alrous ^	 Cf tie Ceveiaa:.enc costs, S^^ECYA +renufac:ur! rs Cars
:ric/SNECMA/!tTU Industries AlOC82 and 3a I	 • otallinq	 22; of :ne cost; .^'TU,	 II:;	 ueneral	 cle^_:ric,
•
I
prograau 51.3:; St1ECl;A ac Cared	 7lliaroczt.	 5.7'.
Prltt S Hhitney JTI00 Coe^ercial aircraft Otsigntd to pawn :hs :- Exper: of jet-angina :eenndlogy :nrough ;oin: venture
i tngined Afrbus, 3oeinq 1X7 wits .'!fU, rl.	 GarTany, and an	 .:altan Grouo`Cr coDy Fiat and Alfa	 =cirea.	 Tots1	 program Cevelcp^rent
cost is estimated at 5300 nillian.
Pratt d Whitney/ JT100-2 10-Con Commercial tirtr^ ft Mtnorandw of Understanding June 1975. 	 A rtrt^ota pos-
Canada Rolis- angina sfbiiity is the Ceveloament ^f a second-g!nerstion 	 SS7
ROyCe ergfae.	 The current generation r. f1nre1 iaay sna
JT3C are unlikely :^ C!come dope.rattve ;r7grams.
0 (Flight	 International,	 July	 !0,	 1975,	 p .	 281.	 '
tract S';Mtney ?-dZB00 Multi-purpose Canadair Ltd, Quebec U.S. ]apartment of Justice :nay lave :hror.n a Car.+per
^ C11 15 aeroAtbian on tr.e joint Caveio prr+t of tae 324CL	 toroofan •n-	 ^
gins for	 :he Business , et martat to	 :not	 i:.rould	 are•	 i
JT2D-T Transport Aerospatiale, franc• sent serious cs+oecitive pr:Clems.	 Cost of :!veloo-
SE210 moot ^f such a powerptant p itceC at about 52C0 mi11!on.^.
TnnspoK Caravelle, Su per Caravelle (Aviition Cai1y, January 20,	 1976, a.	 16).
Transport Mtrcure
ATL-9d Dessenger/Cargo Ariatlon Trades l.:d.
Carvalr, Englandt
e
^. n
Otslgnatton	 ^ Type
	 ^ 41ss1pn
^ -700a, Euro•	 Twin-Jet
	 5hortlmedlut
Otan AtrOus
	 atrlintr	 tangs cow-
^
Wvt. egret-	
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U.S . Aircraft
Boeing 720 and 707 897
Boeing 727 1,195
Boeing 737 407
Boeing 747 283
Douglas OC-8 (556)
Daugias DC-9 802
Douglas OC-10 240
Lockheed L-1011 150
Convair 880/990 (83)
TOTAL 4,613
European Aircraft
Sud Caravelle (278)
BAC lIl 219
Hawker Siddeley Trident 117
Vickers VC-10 (47)
OeHavilland Comet (51)
Dassault Mercure (10)
Aerospatiale/BAC Concorde 9
Airbus A-3008 23
Fokker F-28 95
VFW 614 10
TOTAL 859
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CIVIL JET AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION THROUGH 1974 	 ` ,
NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis out of production.)
Table 3
Major Civil Foreign Procurement Programs
by U.S. Aircraft Industry
..
Code* Program	 Item Involved
P	 Boeing 727	 Main wing ribs and rudders
P	 Douglas OC-9,	 Wing and tail assemblies
DC-IO	 (Douglas Canada)
P	 Douglas DC-10	 Landing gear
P	 Boeing 707	 Aft-fuselage sect'_on
P	 Boeing 747	 Fiber reinforced clastic
Co tr+
Australia
Canada
assemblies ;jade by
Boeing subsidiar^^
Boeing 707	 Wing parts and wi:tg-=uselage
attac:^unent assemblies
Boeing 707	 Fin and rudder assemblies
Lockheed L-1011 Gas turbine auxiliary
poc^er unit
Lockheed L-1011 hydraulic ?arts
Lockheed L-1011 ?ressure bulk:.eads a:.d
floor structures
Lockheed L-1011 Landing gear 3oors, engine
cowlings, upper bodies
Boeing 737	 Wing in spar rib
assemblies
Douglas DC-10	 rr^uselage panels and tail
• section
Lockheed L-loll Tailplane _Darts	 '
Douglas OC-10	 Forward passenger, mid-
passenger and large cargo
doors
Douglas OC-10	 Tail assemblies
Boeing 727	 Rear air stairs
Lockheed L-1011 Vibration :, ►onitorinq	 a
system
P
P
P
P
P
P
Germany ,	P
Italy
	 P
P
Japan
	 P
P
Spain
	 P
Switzerland
	 P
'r. • ^	 .,
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* P - Procurement
	
J -Joint Program
Continued -
n
Cessna	 Aircraft assembly
Piper Aircraft assembly and
manufacture
AVCO; Aircraft enq ine and
engine parts
Fairchild, Bell Aircraft engine
Cessna, Eeech,
Piper, Sikorsky
Rockwell Int'1. Aircraft parts
United Aircraft Pratt & Whitney engine
parts
Grumman	 Aircraft engine
- 2 -
Table 3 (continued)
Countr	 Code* Program Item Involved
United Kingdom	 P Oouqlas DC-10 Landing gear
J Lockheed L-1011 Rolls Royce engines
P Lockheed L-1011 Control sur^aces
.	 P Lockheed L-loll Wing components
J Lockheed L-1011 Engine pods
J Lockheed L-1011 Cargo and access doors,
flights deck escape
' hatches, galley doors,
• equipment bay and tail
rib assemblies
P Lockheed L-1011 Fuel flow equalizer
totalizer
:	 GENERAL AVIP,TZON M.^DITJFACTTJRERS
Argentina	 J
Brazil
	
J
P
Canada	 F
Mexico•	 P
Poland	 P 1
United Kingdom	 P
.* P - Procurement
	
J - Joint Program
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•"" '^"^ "" """ """ A I ><^ULt'"itD P^TIun OF"^itROS^NCE 1hOUS I I^1ES ASSOC^IATIO^ ^
'^, REGARDING MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF
FOREIGN COMPETITION
CONTINUATION OF COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE IN COMMERCIAL JET TRANSPORT
MARKET DEPENDENT UPON:
—	 A HEALTHY AND VIGOROUS U.S. DOMESTIC ECONOMY CAPABLE OF
GENERATING SUFFICIENT NEW U.S. AIRLINE ORDERS TO MAINTAIN
COST-COMPETITIVE PRICES
—	 THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL STABILITY OF THE U.S. AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 	 '
'	 --	 .JOINT EFFORTS BY INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT TO MAINTAIN A SUPERIOR
TECHNOLOGY BASE
'	 —	 INDUSTRY^S ABILITY TO MAINTAIN A STRONG MARKETING AND POST-
SALES SUPPORT PROGRAM
^	 —	 AVAILABILITY OF SUITAALE LONG-TERM FINANCING FOR BOTH U.S.
AND FOREIGN AIRLINES
—	 THE MAINTENANCE OF A RELATIVELY FREE AND OPEN WORLD TRADE
ENVIRONMENT UNDER WHICH U.S, MANUFACTURERS HAVE OPERATED
•	 AND UNDER WHICH THEY NAVE EQUALITY of MARKET OPPORTUNITY
—	 ^TFIE NATURE AND DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
BY FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS IN U.S. PRODUCTION
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U.S. Trade Balance in R&D-intensive
Manufactured Products, by Product
Group, 1960-74
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Figure 1-15b
U.S. Nel Receipts for Patents,
Ma[[utacturing Rights, Licenses, Etc.,
Oy Selected Countries, 1960-74
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OAST FUNDING (FY-74)
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
llOEING
GENERAL ELECTRIC
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
LOCKHEED
LTV AEROSPACE
ROCKWELL INTtRNAT!^NAL
GARRETT CORP.
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE
GENERAL DYNAMICS
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE
^^UGIIES AI RCRAFT
NUMDER OF
CONTRACTS U	 G
74 X28,271,212
75 17,188,328
61 13,052,904
32 10,560,499
26 4,078,355
52 2,145, 976
19 1, 331, 621
9 639, 647
4 505,336
10 X188,351
5 X01, 6,00
9 269,065
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INTERESTING DUOTE
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THE U.S. CANNOT BE ACCUSED OF G1WlNG AWAY TECHNOLOGY TN
A COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENT IN EUROPE WHICH GAVE BIRTH TO THE:
-	 ®	 JET t SINE
®	 SWEPT WING
O	 .JET TRANSPORT
® SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
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let the environmental groups take their
cause to court and let it have the final
say regarding Coleman's admini-
strative decision,
While Congress may be able to
finesse the SS''.- issue this time around,
at least two ocher major legislative ac-
lions they may be unable to avoid. The
most significant pending proposal is
the Administration ' s regulatory
reform proposal for the air transport
industry. Last year, Sen. Edward fit.
Kennedy (D-^^lass.), chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice and
Procedure, held eight days of hearings
on reform of the Civil Aeronautics
Board. The Subcommittee's report,
which came out at the end of
,^ -	 ^.
^.^	 ^-
,^	 : '^
^-._.k ^ ._	 . .
February, turned out to be very
popular. The Subcommittee ran out of
its supply of copies within a few days
after it was released. The Kennedy
report calls for the CAB to relax race
and entry procedures substantially
while tightening its standards for gran-
ting antitrust immunity. It also calls
for liberalized charter rules, increased
consumer participation, and ocher
changes in CAB regulatory
procedures. Many of the suggestions
are included in the Ford Ad-
ministration'; proposed aviation Act
of 195. Hearings should begin on the
Ford proposal shortly.
The regulatory reform proposals
assume changes will lower fares. fn
recent testimony before the Senate
Budget Committee, Brookings ln-
shtute economist Charles L. Schultze
testified on the shape of the economy
l6
as it affects the Federal budget.
Schultze said an underlying long-term
inflation within the economy must bc^
hrought under control. His three chief
means to attack long-term inflationary
growth include deregulation of the
transportation industry. The other
two: hold down taxes and informal
wage/price guidelines and income
policies to limit increases.
The usher major legislative action
which could affect airline operations
as well as user costs envisions
separating the FAA from DOT —
either es an independent Feder-
al agency or as an independent gov-
ernment corporation. Congress-
man Barry fit. Goldwater Jr. (R•Ca.)
proposed to separate the F,aP. from
_ Y~
^-	 ^`, -.
DOT and return it to the inde-
pendent status it held from 19'8 to
1967. Congressman Teno Roncalio
lD-Wy.) would create an independent
government corporation as the over-
sew of the nation's airport and air-
ways system. This corporation would
be funded jointly, on an ap-
proximately equal basis, by user :axes
and general tax revenues. Either
proposal likely carries with it the
reopening of the uses-char3e issue and
the "fair share" applicable to ;he
segments of the aviation community.
Add to these issues the still
unresolved matter of jet-transport
engine retrofit to meet new noise stan-
dards and the requirements for lower
pollution by transport-category ;et
engines and ; he airline industry has
plenty to think about in the months
ahead. — Robert Hudock
^	
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Technology Export:
Success Draws Fire ,^
Senate passage of the International
Security Assistant: and arms Export
Control Act moves Congress one step
closer co being able virtually to veto
any significant overseas arms sale.
While the House has yet to act, the
Senate 's 60-to-30 voce suggests a
suong sentiment in Congress to
establish itself as the policy-making
body to supervise foreign military
^ sales. This adds slit! another dimen-
sion to the growing debate on the ef-
ficiency and desirability or high-
technology trade by U.S. companies.
what would have be--n a routine
foreign-aid bill authorizing 5^ million
in budget outlays became the vehic:e,
^ through amendment in the forci3n
relations commit;r_, for Senator
Hubert Humphrcy's arms-export
proposals. The Senate passed •version
of the bill would give both houses of
i
Congress the veto for the first time
over currently unrc3uiated com-
^ mercial sales. The bill's provisions
^ would apply to all sales of S25 million
or more, or to sales less :ham S25
million if the equipment tarred an
R3tD cost of 550 million or more, or
total estimated procurement cost both
I recur•.ing and non-retuning of 5200
million or more. !n aCdition, the
legislation regwres that 3tfts or fees
paid in connection with an overseas
weapon sale would have to be reported
^ to the State Department. Hhich in ;urn
would pass the information on to
Congress.
Until recently, foreign ;military sales
were expected ;o reach about 5.0
billion for the fiscal ;rear ending June
30. The latest estimates by Pentagon
officials place the sales of arms sup-
port to foreign countries at 58.2
billion, or less. Lt. Gen. Hov • ard Fish,
the Pentagon of ficcal who manages
foreign-sales programs, estimates :hat
sales next year Tay drop about 5 i .1
btllion, and level off .n the So-'-btilian
range. Sales for FY7s hit S 10.3 btllion,
up from Ss.1 billion :n FY'?, and
sales in FY"S roached 59.; btllion.
Whsle the aerospace industry
generally supports the export of
aeros pace produce, incluotng military
hardware, the issue of ezpornn3
aerospace ;ethnology v enerates some
^Jt7t7nCUrtC,f do .^ trvrtauliCt
.[.^—	 <	 - —
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Clayman: "Exporting products is obv[ousiy what we all want."	 '
times when the 11.5. competitor will
lose to a :oreign competitor," predicts
Shields. The Marines' purchase of the
British Harrier and consideration of a
German built tank for the U.S. Army
are a f ew indications.
Shields would limit government
controls only to military hardware and
leave the export of commercial
technology to industry decisions.
Bury, on the other hand, believes it is
all right to export products but
believes that U.S. industry should not
export know-how. Bury points to lost
markets in ship building, steel, and
black•and•white television because of
the lack of sustained U.S. R&D.
The importance of technology 3oes
beyond the interest of just the lJnited
w
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Bury: "we snouts not sett know-now
or, worse, give rt away faster than we
can create it."
debates. One took place at the .4IAA
Annual Meeting session on exporting
aerospace technology.
"Know-how is a basic resource chat
must be used wisely," says J. Fred
Bury, who just became president of
Texas Instrumenu. "We should not
sell know-how or, worse, give it away
faster than we can create tt." In his
remarks at the Annual ^leeung, 9ucy
differentiated between producu and
know-how.
The Texas Instruments executive
recently headed a Defense Science
Board cask force on the export of
technology affecting the U.S. defense
posture. Although most U.J. com-
panies would be reluctant to sell or
give away their technological know-
how to a domestic competitor, says
Bury, they seem more willing to do so
in the international market. Bury
Shietde: Leave ex port of commercial
tecnnotogy to industry aecisiona.
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notes that U.S. companies setm to be
selling more know-liow at a time when
they are producing much less of it. The
continued selling of technology means
that what were once training partners
soon will be trading competitors.
Roger Shields, assistant secretary of
defense for international security af•
fairs, completed the keynote portion
of the program and echoed many of
Bury's thoughts. Shields said that
"what we send abroad is the fruit of
two centuries investment ._" Everyoae,
seems i n favor of etc ang er ^
tech nology for an adequate quid pro
auo; out, ask s Shields, 'wh at ts_
adequate?" Many U.S. com panies,
iays^izld^..-_.1Il4^.Ct he_aFioc_Lrut
gain and do no worry about thong
^--
Lun` " Thus they often "bar^ain^ y
the hard-learned and hard-earned
technolog^,^"_
• ^5hietds does see instances when
technology transfer may be in the in-
teresu of U.S. companies and may be
necessary for business; but he believes
transfers should be truly a two-way
strett^to^echri3tag ransTetari^
com^_i'ttcs^ e cited as an example
the European purchase of the General
Dynamic F-l6 lightweight fighter.
Shields believes chat it is no longer true
that a U.S. product can be sold abroad
just because it is lower in price and
higher in performance than its over•
seas competitors. (n the case of the F-
l6, the sale would not have been
made, he said, without joint produc-
tion agreements which naturally result
in a certain amount of technology
transfer. Continued access to the two-
way street means that "there will be
^ States and the other highly developed
nations. Robert Basil, assistant direr•
rot for United Vations programs in
DDR&E, notes chat :ountna often ^
equate their development with ^
technological progress. 9asil rinds a
basic :ontradiction in the nouon of If
trading high technology with U.S. i
" allies. There is a nerd for trade and
cooperation, yet :here is also a iced
for the U.S. to maintain its underlying
vitality: and this vitality coma in;teat
measure from its technological
progress. Basil believes that the intent
^ should not be to ^:ontrol :ethnology.
He finds a fine line in exporting
technology where a company must
"sell it while it has value."
Wile government a^industr ^,
Ir have :heir . oWn concer ns, ^^ rga_J.zed_.
i
labo r equata^expo^i_icnaw.how—i
with the foss Of U.S. ;obs. " ^ tylt!,-
I nac^naROtporaubris. nduiging in un- I
^ontir,ueC on Gage at
17
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2..^fininrunr-werted•area con-
,/iRurctiorr• Such a configuration would
employ an even greater amount of
tailored aetoelastic deformation than
planned for i-IiMAT now. F• 9 shows an
example of the HiMAT core vehicle
configured t'oc this demonstration. This
concept minimizes farm and skin-
frictiondrag,
3. Variab/r-incide•ecr wing. This
may be possible on small fighter sir-
craR. It allows independent shaping of
the vertical path and pitch attitude
degrees of freedom. This capability can
be used for more accurate pointing and
to quicken vehicle motion.
RPRV Probfe^as
Since Dale Reed 's article in 19?4,
D>=RC and the rest of the industry has
gained considerable experience in the
operation of RPVs.
The numbers from several high-
technology RPV programs reveal the
main problem with the concept: they
crash, on the average of one every 12• I ^
flighu. This kind of record creates
problems with the lowK.ost part of the
concept.
The recovery of an RPRV presents
another problem. Most of the small
operational drones deploy a parachute
and then a helicopter snares them in
mid-air (Mid•^1ir Retrieval. ^^tARl.
This operation incurs a relatively high
risk of loss of the picked-up vehicle. A
parachute dos. however allow very
simple onboard systems.
This mid-air recovery oven will not
be possible for larger vehicles or
vefiicfa which must resemble full-scale
aircraR. The lack of a parachute then
necessitates onboard redundancy or a
means such as an onboard autopilot
that will permit the vehicle to take care
of itself in the event of Ions of command
signals. The complexity and cost of
such an approach contravenes the
"simple. cheap. ex pendable" concept
that originally made RPRVs attractive.
The vehicle may still cost less than a
manned vehicle with a comparable
technology suite. ,ind it may be able ca
land horizontally :Host of the time, as
tests to date indicate. But we still lack
the data base to quantify the risk
associated with horizontal landing.
The F•15 research vehicle has
,erealed one other main problem with
RPRVs—thry are expensive to operate.
The F• l5 RPRY program, for example,
required about as many DFRC people.
.i0-+0. u did the Lifting flody
Programs. Total suoport on flight days.
80 r-epic, was also comoarable to the
Lifting Body Program. These numbers
indicate that. to be economically ad-
rantageous over the life of the program.
the initial purchase price of an RFRV
must be signil?cantty 1ow•er than that of
a manned aircraft.
Three other RPV problems often
cited do not. based on our experience.
present major problems:
I. RPRVs in general imply scale
testing. The effect of scale on the
validity of a technology demonstration
must be considered. Once t}te designer
deparu from linear dimensions, he
must compromise similitude in other
areas. By proper consideration of
scaling laws. however. he can usually
maintain important parametea and
obtain valid tahnical information,
2. The pilot control task for
horizontal landing curnntiy involves a
very high workload. Numerous studies
are planned at DFRC in the near Future
to investigate improvements to the
control modes and crew stuiort, tiYe
think relatively simple pilot-assist
features can signii"tcantly improve the
current situation.
3. Internal volume for flight-test
instrununtation is r-stricted in scale
RPRVs. By using miniature -lectronic^s
and siding same sensors to serve
multiple purposes, instrumentation
volume will likely be acceptable.
Future of RPRVs
Loa cost and the ability to conduct
high-risk tests chiefly make RPRV
testing attractive. Exam^ies of
technical area. that surely expose a
pilot to undue risk :nciude flutter
testing, flutter mode control through
active•controis technology, and aircraft
powered by laser energy beamed up
from the ground. But not many
technics! tat areas drive the pilot from
the cockpit.
The more important incentive for
remotely piloted testing appears to be
cost savings. The ability to test at a
smaller scale and theref^ce lower
weight inherently lowers vehicle
acquisition cost. as depic;ed in F•i0. !n
addition. certain shortcuts can be taken
in construction because of the abiiiry to
accept a higher risk and because there
is no need for man • rating quaycation
tats and ocher factors of safety.
The pilot•vs.•RPRV decision must be
made very carcfulir, however, on a
case•by-case basis. For instancy, in
some situations a reduction in scale
cannot be tolerated. and others
demand the exercise of the ^-tanima-
chine interface. Thera cases will argue
piloted tli5nt research.
The tnginecr should view RPRV
flight testing, we believe. as another
loaf that can supplement manned
testing. To meet each flight•research
need. he must weigh the costs and
benefits. as always. and apply the most
approprute tool.	 s
Continued tram oage t 7
bridled pursuit of corporate profits
pose a direct threat to the economic
health of the USA," warns I.W. Abel,
president of the industrial Union
Department, AFL- C[O. "Loss of
American jobs, the siphoning off of
technological advantage, and the
flight of American investment capital
are now making themselves felt on a
wider scale."
According to the AFL-CIO, the
issues of :xporting technology and :he
operations of multi-national cor-
porations are closely linked. The AFL-
CIO says that ". .The multi-
nationals have managed to put the
United States in competition with it-
self-;S°'o of this exported U.S.
technology goes to foreign subsidiaries
of U.S.•based firms." The trod: union
goes on, "Technology, itself, has
become our fastest avowing ^rport.
U.S. firms, mostly multi-natsonals
have be-_n selling aft America's
technological advantage at an wer-
increasing pace. U.S. receipts, in a
form of licensing, royalty and
management fees, from overseas
technology buyers 3rew from 5650
miliitsn in 1960 to 53.6 'villion in l9%;.
U.S. firms now account far between
50 and bOQ/n of the world's tec:tnoiogy
exports. The next highest -xponer,
Britain, provides IZ°ro,"
The export of technology by
American industry is ashore-sighted
decision to gain quick ;,reties, asserts
Jacob Clayman, secretary-treasurer of
the AFL-CIO's Industrial Union
Bepartmcnt. "This is terribly un-
fortunate because tither in the long
run or the short run we lose the
capacity to maincasn our leadership in
world production." Clayman says !^e
and other American businessmen ^.vere
raised on the premise that the g: eat ad-
vantage the U.S. has in terms of both
exports and production 3eneraely
coma from our precmitunce m
technology. "And bare we are Willy-
niily shipping :,ut the one advantage
we have-our birthright, our shield,
our edge in the competitive ^.vortd. W'e
are depply concerned as to its con-
sequences," Clayman told A ^1 in an
interview.
Clayman would rather be exporting
U.S. prodllCtS .^ar.:eccnoiogy. "Ex-
porting producs is .bviously ^Xhat we
all want. A nation nice ours cannot live
without some Krnd of srrous ex-
portation of products."
Asked about the :fleet on :ne L'.S.
Continued on page s9
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to the Viking Orbiter vehicle class
delivers 9S0 Ib of thrust on
bipropellants. 338 Ib on monopropel-
lant. [t incorporates Flight -qualified
Mariner '73 catalytic reactors. a coaxial
gas liquid injector. and a coated
columbium alloy thrust chamber
cooled by radiation and a ducted film
of hydrazine decompaaition products.
Vacuum specific impulse exceeds 304
sec at 40 : 1 expansion ratio with 12°10
film cooling.
An advanced 600/214 - Ib•thrust
F2/N2H4 version, which has the
potential to deliver over J70 sec specific
impulse. and could team up with space
storabk systems for planetary ex•
ploration. has reached the ex-
perimental engineering phase. Aerojet
in 1972 demonstrated the basic
feasibility of bimodal operation with
Ruorine and hydrazine. It has per-
formance and durability verification
tests underway. The engine in-
corporates Aerojet's radial inflow
catalyric reactor and vaned oxidizer
injector, and a reinforced -graphite
lined thrust chamber overwrapped with
ablative material. ! 1
A 100.000 Ib•sec total impulse water
electrolysis propulsion system under
development by :Marquardt For AFRPL
offers significant advantages for .fir
Force satellite propulsion in the late
1970s and beyond. These advantages
include 350 sec specific impulse
compared to 230 sec for hydrazine
monopropellant. and a 40°10 weight
saving on a 3000-Ib. seven -year-mission
satellite. [n addition, the engine will
have a safe. non-toxic propellant
exhaust. a clean water vapor plume.
and consume a small amount of power.
The concept (F-13) combines inert
propellant storage with high-energy
propellant combustion by electrolyzing
stor•.d water as required to form
gaseous hydrogen and oxygen which
are burned. The gas generation rate
can be matched to the mission and
e{eetroiysis carried out continuously.
Continuous conversion reduces needed
electrical power to below 20 w.
Two continuous tau of 14 and 19
weeks produced no signs of
deterioration and showed that the
system could last aseven-year mission.
During those tests. a 5•Ib•thrust engine
produced 152.015 pulses totalling 4.16
hr of firing time. and a 0.1 •Ib•thrust
engine produced 30!.726 pulses
totalling 10.07 hr of firing. At its
completion in August 1974, the
demonstration was judged successful in
all aspects.
The furure of liquid rocketry will
grow from a fertile base of ac•
complishment. in just three decades.
mankind has developed and refined the
April 1976
technology for thtvstin ¢ into space. He
has built spacecraft th;► t have extended
his senses tar out into the solar system.
He has proven that man can survive
and function for long periods in space.
Apollo and Skylab should prove
difficult to top. The remainder of this
century promises few comparable space
spectaculars. except. perhaps, the view
of a huge Shuttle Orbiter standing on
its tail prior to launch. Emphasis will
shift to the systematic exploitation of
space to expand our knowledge and
improve conditions on Earth. At least
through the end of this period we see
liquid rockets playing a leading tole in
space propulsion.
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Continued from page at
job market on the exportation of
technology. Clayman responded this
way: "We ' ve not figured precisely
how mar, jobs can be allocated to the
shipment of technology or the
allocation to the exportation of
capital. But we estimate, because of
multi-national corporation activities
abroad, the U.S. has lost roughly l.8-
million jobs." Clayman believes chat
multi-nationals are "acting directly
against the bast interest of the U.S.
economy and the U.S. people."
U.S. tax policy in good measure has
prompted expansion of the multi-
national corporation since the end of
World War [I. According to AFL-CIO
estimate, the effective tax rat: on total
foreign sources of income of
American corporations was about
S.I°10 in (970. At the same time, the
t00 largest U.S. corporations paid an
effective domestic tax race of about
16.90.
Benefits available to multi-national
corporations include the Following:
-Special tax breaks for businesses
operating in Latin America as Western
Hemisphere trade corporations.
- Government-subsidized loans and
credits for trade through the Export-
import Bank.
-Government underwriting of in-
surance against expropriation and
other special risks to the overseas
private-investment corporation.
-A SOQ7a tax deferral for exporting
firms (domestic international sales
corporations.
- Foreign tax credit against U.S.
taxes.
- Liberal tax -deferral provisions.
This rising expression of concern
from the labor movement regarding
the sophisticated aspects of the cor-
porate structure is relatively new. [n
the past, the labor movement stuck to
wages. job safety, hours, and ocher
issues directly related to the working
environment.
Labor ' s course of action against the
multi-nationals and the export of
technology "essentially has to be
legislative in trying to procure the in-
tervention of government by Iaw<"
says Clayman. " We will be, l am sure,
active in chat field for years to come. It
is hardly feasible to attempt to cure
this kind of deep-rooted problem by
simple l abor/ management negotia-
tions; it of necessity requires the ap-
plication of federal authority."
The Tabor movement generally sup-
Contrnued on page 67
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Continued from paq• a9
ported the proposed Burke-Hartke
legislation, which had provisions con-
trolling the export of technology. In
supporting such legislation, Clayman
says. "we would want some govern-
mental controls because as it is now,
without controls, American cor-
porations are behaving in our
judgment	 in	 an	 irresponsible
fashion."
While the proposed Burke•Hartke
legislation never got anywhere,
Clayman finds a " rising support-a
rising tide of concern and indeed re-
sentment against the American multi-
national corporation." Clayman says
that this view is also shared by ocher
nations.
The traditional labor action of a
strike remains a " potential weapon"
to influence management not ;o ship
production abroad and cause loss of
jobs. "Whether it will be used 1 3on't
know," says Clayman; ' • we haven't
used it so Far, but it may indeed be a
possibility for the future. if people Set
desperate enough about their jobs,
they behave in that fashion. It isn't in-
conceivable."
Gus Weiss, senior staff member of
the Administration's Council on In-
ternational Economic Policy, believes
the evic.ence does not support the
position	 that	 the	 export	 of
technological know - how has been
detrimental to U.S. industry. He poin-
ts to the balance -oF-payments rigures.
Dr. Weiss notes that the h+gh-
technology industries show a S28-
billion surplus. Thus, he says, industry
seems to be taking care of itself. Fur-
ther, the technology is in the private
sector and not the government sector;
and government does not have direct
control of all p rivate technology. if
government were to control all high-
technology exporting there would be a
need for a larger mechanism for
analysis: and Weiss claims the
management job would be "almost
impossible." He suggests that the
transfer of technology is all right so
long as there is a strong R&D program
to keep U.S. industry ahead.
Shields believes that neither industry
nor government can prevent the tran•
sfer of technology in the long run, but
only delay it. The Pentagon official
suggests using this delay wisely - to
create new U.S. technology. Thus ;he
constant concern of aerospace and
ocher industry leaders For the real level
of RScD funding. -Robert Hudock n
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October 10-16, 1976
Anaheim, California
A BICENTENNIAL EVENT
I ^	 ^, •_ HoSt Committee t Or ;he
' `^-	 Congress ,vn^cn nas Dean
rr^	 ces^gnated a i3icentenrnal went
` r°	 by ;tie American aevoiuncn
c0►rvt++now ctnrta
	 Bicentennial Adm+rns;radon. ri CAF
'76 ^enll bring together ^nternancna+ exp erts .n the various
fields of space ;ec^noiogy for six days of ;ecnrncal Teet-
^ngs_ The Congress wiu focus on ;he theme "A ^Vew era of
Space Transportaaon.° The program .s bung estaoi^sned
by an Intemaaonal Program Commirae of the IAF co-
G^aued by Professor Andre Jaumotte of Belgium and P•o•
lessor G.G. Chernyi of ;he Soviet Union. ^ tie sessicn
topics wul mciude Commurocanons Satellites. ^teteorotogy
and paid Collection Satenites. S paca pats P •ecessing and
Disseminaaon, Large Energy Systems .n Space. ^tatenals
Process+ng .n Space. Solar System ^xpioranon. Space
Nediane and ^fe Sup port. Aooild - Soyuz Pesu^ts. As-
trodynamics. Materials and Structures. P^opuision aria
others..n adoiacn, a Co+lOgwum of the International insn•
;t;te of Sp ace Law will review the Future of S p ace Ldw.
Space Law and Energy, and the aelandnsrnp between ^,^r
and Space law. (See Call nor Pa pers. AdA Cecember
t975 issue) The International Astronaunt:al Fecerauon.
established ^n t950. currently nas 56 member Sxteties
from 35 nations. representing more than So,000 engneers
and scienrists. Leonard Jaffe, Ceputy As-
Sociate Aomirnsiraror cf NASA s GfSce of	 ^- usho
Applications, is the t 976 President of	 ^
;he IAF • Travel and r,otel	
v^1J.^ . s	
r,
aCCOmmodation will be
	 .•,..
	 ^ .
handled ;hr0ugn Card^ll0
	 ' ..	 1''
Travel Agencies. P.O. Box	 ,^'k-+
2x590 Los Angeles,	 k-
Cdldorrna 90024. For ad• ^l^"r to	
^^^dihonal inbrmauon con-
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The thurr^bs on the trade scales
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t.op,Waed. Tragically, this kind of free and fair
trade rarely exists in the real world. This reality
:.^-= has been driven home to me by my corporate ex-
-^;;••^.:-^. perience in recent years. As president of a tom-
, pony that is a primary producer of specialty
^^
^	 ^
steels, I have personally witnessed the destruc-
;^^ tive impact of a lopsided trading situation on
wF, • `r" this important American industry.
}^- - Specialty steels are absolutely essential to ev-
ery major manufacturing industry in the U. S.-
^- to all the energy industries, aerospace, commu-
-+ Y^`^ nications, transportation, chemicals, food pro-
ceasing, and more. There is no economic activity
?^ in our society that does not require specialty
.lwra s owe^nr d ♦,wgn^n^•
r•••.c„a,,•,,,^«,,,.,,a,,,, steels. Yet in 19?3 imports captured o0`^ of the
^n.^aA^« domestic market for some specialty steel prod-
`	 "°""'""Q"^"'""e,r	 . ,"^era.o^ r„e. ucts and hei ed increase unem loyment in theP	 P
^+^sra+ v^aM i,ror industry to levels as high as ^. Shipments fell
^i""'''"'0""""Q0^ by more than s5'o from 1974, exaggerating the
':.e	 ^,.,..,...	 ,^ ^ already serious impact of the recession.
r
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Analysts of international problems tend to for-
get that the U. S, is the only great industrial
nation that still maintains an arms length rela-
tion between business and government. Ameri-
can companies in many of our most essential in-
dustries are increasingly forced to compete, not
just with their counterparts abroad, but with
foreign national governments.
Under these conditions, industry in the U. S.
is compelled to live—or die—by one set of rules
while its adversaries around the world play the
game by totally different rules that too often
are divorced from the profit system and bear
little or no relationship to costs of production.
This situation raises a serious question as to
whether any American company • in a manufac-
turing industry can compete with government-
owned, government-directed, or government-
subsidized foreign firms and cartels that do not
have to confront the ultimate discipline of the
free market system.
The double standard that prevails in inter-
national trade makes our domestic market—the
largest and most lucrative in the world—easy
prey for foreign producers. By dumping, preda-
tory pricing, and other practices that amount to
the same, foreign-owned or subsidized com-
panies have systematically and ine^torably cap-
tured key markeu. In the short run, these im-
ports ma; appear to benefit the consumer, but
in the longer run they leave our domestic com-
paniesunable to meet the needs of the economy.
Then, when shortages develop, foreign suppliers
can charge a significant premium for their ptvd-
ucts, as they did in 1973 and 1974.
Please do not misunderstand I believe in free
trade, and I am prepared to let the principle of
comparative advantage determine who wins
and who Loses is the contest for markets. But I
insist that free trade cannot exist without gen-
erally equal rules, with all parties competing on
the basis of costs, technology, and productivity.
The gains of the foreign producers are not
based on superior technology. Foreign specialty
steel producers conceded at recent hearings be-
fore the International Trade Commission that
American companies are at least their match in
the realms of technology and productivity.
American companies are losing their markets
because they cannot afl<ord to match the dis-
counts of up to 30`h, that foreign stainless steel
and tool steel prodc:cers over our American cus-
tourers. We have found chat no matter how
many times we lower our prices, foreign produc-
ers will lower them further.
How can they afford to do it? Quite simply,
most of them do not have to be concerned about
profits. ^Iore than ^0°0 of the world's steel ca-
pacity is now either government-owned or
heavily subsidised. In Britain, the steel industry
is almost enti.-ely owned by the government,
and in 1913 it lost more than SS00 million. In
spite of this, the British government is pro^-id-
ing or guaranteeing funds for a ^2i billion cap-
ital program for steel. One might ask whether
any investor-owned company in the U.S. could
ignore such losses and proceed with major et-
pansion.
Japanese specialty steel producers, nearly all
operating in 19"3 at substantial losses, '•were en-
couraged to form "recession cartels" to control
production and prices as Nell as cartels to con-
trol pricing of imported raw materials.
In addition, the. Japanese Yationa! Bank has
provided "impact loans” to specialty steel com-
panies, which have enabled Chem to continue
selling in the U. S. market at prices far below
ours. even though U. ^. prices fir some products
have been reduced by more than 20^b.
In Sweden, as Prime 5linister Olof Palme
contirmed in his interview •.with auSlxFSS 'VEEiC
in December, specialty steel producers receive
government loans and grants to carry excessive
inventories. The government will not permit
them to lay or>' workers when demand falls.
French producers receive government aid "to
carry them through the present cirHcuIt period."
Trades policy. Our industry is not the only one
facing this problem. Slany others, equally ^•ital,
are being attacked in the same fashion. U.S.
flag airlines, stockholder-owned, tight desper•
ately to remain •ruble against government-
owned foreign airlines, which need not concern
themselves •.with profit. The Japanese computer
industry is being heavily subsidized by its gov-
ernment so that :t may compete Tore e:fec-
tively worldwide. tilany toreign auto producers
have their governments as significant part-
ners— in terms of ownership and even more im-
portant in terms of economic objectives.
T oughout most of the world there is a perva-
sive attitude of cooperation between govern-
menuand industries.
It is clear that many nations of the world are
.^
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becoming more and :pore involved in economic
areas which we view as the "private sector" in
the U. S. as these nations give their backing to
industries - they consider economically strategic,
we here must rethink. the broad question of
trade policy. ^Yhat is the meaning of free trade
if the competing companies do not have to play
by the same n_les? Is competition really compe-
tition at all in such a game? Does the theoreti-
cally attractive concept of comparative advan-
tage have relevance is an eaviroameat such as
this?
.^merica 's superior technology still gives
many of our industries an edge over foreign
competition. However, as •.ve continue to export
our technology to the rest of the world this ad-
vantage is not as telling as it once was, and it
will become less so in the yeah ahead.:^t some
point—and the sooner the better in my opinion—
we must face the fact that the growing :oreign
government involvement [n ous[ness rs a ^vay of
expo^f[n`g their une[nptoyinent t'trtlr^G'"S.
Degrees soughE Co correct parts of the prob-
lem with the 1914 Trade act, which was de-
signed to provide American companies and
workers with relief if they can prove that im-
ports are a substantial cause of injury. But the
broader issue I have raised remains to be exam-
ined. Can any U. S. company etfectively com-
^.	 ^ - .
Pete or be expected to compete with foreign- i
owned or foreign-subsidised companies that are
used as instrvmenu of national economic and i'
political policy?
	 ,
The new "world economics" being practiced
worldwide clearly requires public debata and
appropriate action.
,:Such action should start with an immediate
investigation by an appropriate Congressional '
committee, recog-sizing that indeed there are
"new dimensions" to the subject of inter• ^
national trade. If existing legislation pernits,
temporary quotas shouCd oeapplie^to praiucts
where producing companies are clearly victims
of unfair competition. ;f new legislation is
needed, the committee should recommend it.
Having taken these temoorsrr measures,
Congress should then begin examining t`e
broad issues of world economic competition is
an e:foR Co and alonger-tern: solution. It has
become increasingly clear that "black-hat•
•white-hat" logic no longer cescribes free trade
and protectionism. 31l im ports are not necessar•
sly good, nor are they all bad. The label "protec•
tionism" must lot stop us from seeking •.vays :o
protect ^mercan companies, .^merican ;Dos, ^
and American self-interest ;tom predatocp ;
practices that would be illegal under ^mercaa I
law.	 -';^ r
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1 [lC Sa!-T1C ^Jl'O^IC ^^/C'i0 Orin^ ;you 'tine paint
..	 ^' ^4	 `" ^'	 .. bring you the Fine tools you use co put is on.
That includes rollers. brus^zes, spray equipment.
	
In fact, we make and sell more rollers and brushes 	 :
than anvbodv else in forth ,-^merca.
Now it's not too surprising that Sherwin-^^i'illiams makes and se!Is paint brushes as
well as paint.	 ^ '
But suppose ^•ve told you we make Flavorings Eor all sorts of Eoods? Colorants Ior faded 	 '
denirr;s? aromas Eor perfumes? ^e do. And were also taking the heat otE a 'tot or
manufacturers with our energy-saving coatings. 	 "^
Obviously, iE there's anything we don't do, it's paint ourselves ^^ ^ R
into a comer.	 ^,n^V^(^ILI'1'Y OF THE
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i	 INTRODUCTION
This paper is a preliminary investigation of multilateral aeronautical
developments and addresses the following areas:
• ^ Trends
•	 The Nature of These Developments
•	 Possible Effects
•	 Conclusions
•	 Implications for U.S. Aeronautical R&T Policy.
TRENDS
Post World War II U.S. hegemony in commercial aircraft development
and production is an unarguable fact with which we have become quite comfor-
table. The U.S. has produced nearly 80 percent of the free world's trans-
ports. Further, in the mid•-seventies it has been estimated that with an
t	 aeronautics trade balance of about $6 billion annually, aeronautics can be
1	 counted as one of the strongest elements in our foreign trade picture.
Historically, there are many well known reasons for this undoubted
dominance, among them, World War II destruction of foreign plants (save British),
Cold War military aircraft buildup and the attendant synergy with civil aviation,
U.S. airframe company superior efficiency, superior financing, fine post-sales
follow-up support, and recently, devaluations of the dollar.
There is good reason to believe that we are now at a crossroads for
the U.S. commercial aircraft industry. At present the industry is in a hold-
ing pattern — current orders and sales are weak and new developments have been
slowed. Nevertheless, the development of the next new generation of trans-
ports may not be long in coming, and this is the time for taking stock. In
at least two fundamental areas there are significant changes in underlying
parameters affecting J.S. commercial aircraft developers: (1) the civil-
military/space interaction; (2) the increasing difficulty of financing de-
velopment of new aircraft.
The civil-military interaction in the past has provided four important
functions:
First, it provides funding through direct research and
development (R&D) and indirect R&D expenditures on sales.
I	 Second, it provides stimulation to the technology be demand-
`•	 ing new performance capabilities that are not currently
available.... Since World War II there has been a clear
flow of technology from military aircraft to long-range
civil aircraft, and finally, to short-range civil air-
craft.... Third, the military provides a test bed for
new concepts that can be tested on a military aircraft
^.	 rather than on a civilian aircraft (keeping civilian
aircraft safe). Military security requirements also
provide a pad on technology transfer that keeps certain
advanced technology for the U.S. 1/
—	
Booz Allen Applied Research, Inc., Competitive Factors in World Civil
'	 i	 Aviation, 19'12, p. 14.
^'	 1
In each of these areas a case can be made that this interaction is growing
increasingly weak. Rockets and unmanned aircraft are in ascendence; cost
plus fixed fee contracts were for a time largely abandoned; and in general
military requirements are becoming less adaptable to civilian needs. The
point at issue is not one of military subsidy of commercial development, but
of the past strong and now weakening cross-fertilization and synergy between
military and civil aircraft development.
The second increased difficulty for a U.S. aircraft manufacturer is
the huge development cost for a new aircraft coupled with the extreme risk.
The 747 cost nearly $1 billion to develop while the A3006 is estimated at
$982 million and the Concorde at $3.1 billion.? This, coupled with spotty
profitability records in the airframe industry for the current generation
of aircraft, make private financing, unaided by government, a risky proposi-
tion. A related problem is the consistent U.S. record for multiple develop-
ment of each generatiQ of aircraft (707-DC8, L1011-DC10, 737-DC9, etc.) It
has been demonstrated that this unfortunate characteristic of U.S. plane-
making is or^ balance wasteful, and that because of it (despite claims to the
contrary), ^ the overall financial picture of U.S. commercial plane builders
has never been good.
It is little wonder then, given this increasingly hostile environ-
ment, that commercial aircraft (and engine) companies have sought to share
their risks with foreign producers and governments, and have called urgently
for U.S. Government aid and regulation in new aircraft development. The ex-
tent to which foreign governments and producers have responded by offering
to share development (and hence technology) with U.S. producers is investi-
gated next.
THE NATURE OF MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENTS
Commercial Aircraft
The future direction of these developments can be illustrated by
examining some aspects of the current situation relative to the next commer-
cial ,het.
A short-to-medium run, 200 seat aircraft is contemp^dted, with
emphasis on fuel and operating economy as well as low noise._ // It is needed
in aerha ps 4-5 years to start replacing 707's, DC-8's and 117's. However,
2^ "The Challenge of Foreign Competition" Aerospace Industries Association,
March 1976
Sidney L. Carroll, An Economic Analysis of the Airframe Industr in the
United States, Harvar3 n^U-iversi^, unpu6'^^diss— er a ion, -I^^
4^ Donald Kyle, Diana Nagel, Robert Wood, The Economics of Air-^Tra^nspo^rt
Manufacturing: Volume 1: Industry AnaTsis; AA^A^—t37^62— af^y i^T4.
5^ Business Week, 12 April 1976.
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U.S. manufacturers cannot get advance orders from U . S. airlines (as has been
the case previously), and all manufacturers are seeking development and pro-
duction partners overseas. Boeing's contender is the 7X7; McDonnell-Douglas'
appears to be the DC-X-200. Overseas competitors are putting forth plans for
a 20^ seat A-300 and a stretched Mercure to accommodatE 150 seats.
Selected aspects of Boeing's 7X7 program are cited in Table 1; other
significant multilateral developme n ts are noted in Table 2. Both tables
illustrate a high degree of interaction between U . S. and foreign manufacturers.
Alternative Forms of Multilateral Interaction
Deals and arran ements with foreign companies can take numerous forms.
Some of these forms are ^1) subcontracts (e.g., for parts of an aircraft), (2)
production licensing (complete transfer of production technology to another
country), ( 3) joint development (as in the Concorde), ( 4) direct investment
in foreign companies, and (5) direct sa1P of technology it the fc^°m of pa*ents.
Studies carried out or sponsored by the National Science Foundation have ex-
plored three categories, including ( 1) exports of products, ( 2) licensing of
technology, and (3) foreign direct investment. Some of the results of these
studies will be examined later in this paper.
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENTS
General
No simple assessment of multilateral deals as " good" or "bad" could
be accurate. There are, as in most instances, possible favorable and unfavor-
able aspects, depending upon the particulars of each. However, generally "good"
points from the individual company standpoint and the government's standpoint
and "bad" points from firm and industry standpoints are reviewed below.
A multilateral deal at its best can aid an aircraft company in at
least the following ways: ( 1) Reduce and share the risk. With one or more
partners the risk of loss for each is less, and the capital raised by each
less. (^) Reduce front end cash flow. New transport programs (for example)
take huge outlays at the beginning of the project before any revenues are
generated. (3) Expand markets. For many reasons the multilateral endeavor
may be the ^onlY way to participate in a foreign market. (4) Garner forei n
technolo	 Foreign-developed advanced technology may only be avai ab a in
this way. Possible favorable aspects at the national level are (!) expanded
sales and positive contribution to the balance of payments, (2) maintenance
of health and vigor of Free World foreign aircraft industry, and (3) in
general, giving a piece of the action to friendly foreign governments is
helpful to foreign policy.
Against these favorable points opponents often cite possible uri-
favorable aspects of the arrangements. Some of these are (1) losses to
foreign companies of sales, jobs, and investment, (2) hommorrhaging of R&T
3
.,,^;;,
TABLE 1
SELECTED ASPECTS OF BOEING'S 7X7 PROGRAM
BOEING 7X7
^	 GREW OUT OF OSH PROJECT WI Tfi AER I TAL IA ^.JO I NT MANtJFACTUR I NG^
MARKETING AGREEMENT IN MAY 1971)
^	 CURRENT PROGRAM GIVES ITALItiN CONSORTIUM ['Ru:;UCTiON
PARTICIPATION
^	 BOEING STATEMENT SAYS AERITALIA fiAS ZO;L OF PROGRAM
A	 Ir- CFM 5F cNGINE SELECTED, FRENCH WILL HAVE 5O^ OF ENGINE
^	 PROGRAM
^	 IF JT1OD ENGINE SELECTED, GERMANY AND ITALY WILL PARTICIPATE
IN POWERPLANT DEVELOPMENT AND PRODl.;^_TION
^	 .JAPAN ^MITSUBISNI CONSORTIUM) TRYING TO .JOIN PROGRAM, AFTER
DROPPING OWN YX TRANSPORT PROGRAM
O	 COUf_D INVOLVE COOPERATIVE EFFORT ON NEW WING TO BE USED
BOTH ON 7^ti^^ AND A -3OOB TRANSPORT
^	 TIMETABLE: FIRST 7X7 IN 1980-82 PERIOD; GENERALLY A
1^ERIVATIVE OF 727
SOURCE: GMS I'IAR KET
 INTELLIGEtJCE IIEPORT, SEPTEMBER ]9I5
AV I AT I OtJ ^^EEK, IG FEBRUARY 1976
^	 ^^^	 Illr^	 *!^	 Dom+	 ...r.a.	 +r.^.--	 '- ""	 -- -	 " -	 ^--	 ..^	 ^+^- -	 ^—^	 A^+^.^	 ^1^.^	 !^.I^Ir
^`^ _	 TABLE 2
OTHER SIGNIFICANT MULTIL£iTERAL DEVELOPMENTS
.^_OU AS/D SAULT-BRFGUFT
DOUGLAS BUILDS FUSELAGE QARREL EXTENSION AND PROVIDE
TECHNICAL AND SALES SUPPORT FOR MERCURE 2OO
	
e	 DASSAULT FUND DEVELOPMENT OF IIIGFI-ASPECT-RATIO WING
FoR DC-X-200
DOUGLAS/Q^ROS!'ATIALE
^ COOPERATIVE VENTURE ON ADVANCED VERSIONS OF A-300B
TRANSPORT
LOCKI EE /DASSAUI_L-BREGUET
v'	 I	 NEW WING/POSSIBLE ENGINE CHANGE FOR MERCURE 2OO
	
I	 POSSIBLE USE IN U.S. MARKETS
GE/SNECMA
	^ 	 CFM INTERNATIONAL, A JOINT COMPANY FOUNDED IN 197y)
	
1	 CFM 56 ENGINE
IDEAL FO^^ BAC 111, DC-9, MEKCURE, 727, TRIDENT, A300,
707, DC-^_-60
^ SO/5O SPLIT, OVERALL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND SINGLE
CUSTOMER INTERFACE FOR SALES AND SERVICES
pRWL1^OLLS ROY E, ETC .
^ CONSORTIUM TO MANUFACTURE JT10D-1 ^0 TON ENGINE
COMPETE W I TH CFM56_ 
__._. _ ^.^_ ___^.__ ^^..^._- - _ -_^•^	 ..
^	 .
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to foreign companies ( this can be a two -way street), and (3) negative balance
of payments effects. Because of the multiple possible favorable and unfavor-
able effects, no blanket judgment can be given about whether this movement
is overall "harmful" or "helpful."
Overview of Recent Testimony and Selected Earlier Studies
Testimony at the May, 1976 Congressional Hearings on the " Future of
Aviation" gives the most recent industry views on multilateral agreements.
Table 3 summarizes pertinent testimony which is available at this date. (To
be updated as additional data becomes available.) This testimony is in general
agreement with previous studies by the NSF and others. As a brief overview,
Table 4 cites some of these results relative to industry in general whereas
Table 5 lists results specific to the aviation industry.
CONCLUSIONS
From a review of the overall trends, current situation as well as
a variety of study results, the following conclusions are shown:
•	 Multilateral aeronautical developments are inevitable
based upon the current U.S. position and international
trends.
•	 Direct transfer of R&T does occur via patent and licens-
ing agreements for which payments are received.
• Most products involved in multilateral developments
appear to be based upon " old" or well known R&T re-
suits.
•	 A limited number of products involved in these de-
velopments may be based upon " new" or recent R&T
results.
•	 The potential for "inadvertent" transfer is limited
since R&T results generally precede products by
many years and most of the developments deal with
products.
•	 However, some threats may exist in short lead time
areas (e.g., manufacturing/ production processes).
•	 R&T results in general are produced in a highly
dynamic manner and represent a highly fungible
commodity (e.g., people transfer, open literature,
etc.).
•	 The strength of a U.S. company ' s bargaining posi-
tion depends upon possession of advanced technology.
^. 1	 6
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TABLE 3
RECENT CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY
(THE FUTURE OF AVIATION)
Mr. Frederick Bradley, VP, First National City Bank
•	 Financing Future R&D for advanced technology civil aircraft
uncertain due to U.S. airline financial problems and due to
difficulty and cost of obtaining long term financing. Inter-
national joint ventures are providing one element of problem
solution. (Chairman Milford doubted advisability of tech-
nology transfer abroad resulting from this solution.)
^Mr. Gus Weiss, Staff Council on International Economic Policy, White House
•	 Major payoff for foreign joint ventures is capital availability
to solve large program cash flow problems. Additionally, we ob-
tain share of European market and acquire some European tech-
nology. G.E/Snecma agreement mated a French low pressure fan
section with B-1 hot core to develop a low-noise, low pollution
and more efficient engine (not possible without this agreement).
Joint G.E./P&W effort not possible due to anti-trust laws and
competitive posture (Subcommittee not satisfied that security
arranoements on B-1 core would prevent technology transfer of
this crucial military development).
^Mr. Jack Hope, General Manager, CFP Program Dept., G.E.
•	 Motivation for foreign ?oint ventures is capital availability,
reduction of financial risk, access to fastest growth markets
and availability of additional R&D dollars. Engine life cycles
are such that at release for production, engine is 6-10 years
behind current technological capability (assuming continuing
R&D progress). G.E./Snecma deal is pioneering a new path in
U.S./European joint ventures. CFM-56 is a major new market
(20-30K# Thrust) betw^ pn lOK# a^^ 50K# thrust engines. Product
does not reveal schedule, cost, manufacturing techniques and
other development secrets.
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TABLE 4
RESULTS RELATIVE TO INDUSTRY IN GENERAL
STUDY RESULTS SOURCES
Firms prefer exports to foreign direct NSF, The Effects of International
investments and foreign direct invest- Techno o	 rans ers on U.	 Econom ,
o	 oquim in Washington, D.C.
	 1ments to licensing
November, 1973.
Firms tend to license their technology R.W. Wilson and M.J.	 Peck, Th_ a Sale
aboard more readily than in U.S.— in of Technolo	 Throu h Licensin	 ,
order to protect U.S. markets and ob- a e University,	 -1	 ay 1975.
taro access to foreign markets
Royalty payments for an invention are
well below the value of invention to Same as Above
license
Foreign direct investment makes a small W.F.	 Finan, The International Trans-
contribution to international defusion fer of Semiconductor Techno ogy
of technology — investment occurs in Through U.S.— Based Firms, NBER, 1975•
countries where competitive firms al- A. Lake, A Study of the Introduction
ready exist of Innovations in the U.K.	 Economy,
NSF Grant, 1975.
Overseas activities by U.S. 	 firms are NSF, Technological	 Innovation and
beneficial Federal Government Policy, Jan 1976.
—	 Increase exports and stimulate
domestic employment
—	 Provide means of acquiring foreign
technology
Available knowledge inadequate for G. Hufbauer and F. Adler; Overseas
assessing whether U.S. economy, on Manufacturing Investment and the
net, benefits from international Balance of Pa ments, Dept. Treasury,
technology transfer; many specific 1	 C.	 Freeman, R&D in Electronic
industries have benefited Capital Goods, National	 Institute
Economic Review, Vol. 34, Nov 1965.
Available evidence suggests that U.S. NSF, The Effects of International
should maintain present policy Techno o	 Trans ers on U.	 conom ,
o	 oquim ^n	 as	 ^ngton, D.
	 .,
—	 Except for national security
considerations 17 November 1973.
—	 No evidence, on net, that these
have hurt U. S. economic welfare
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TABLE 5
RESULTS SPECIFIC TO THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS
O	 EFFECT OF TRANSFERRING TECHNOLOGY WITH A LONG LEAD TIME TO PRODUCTION
MUST BE VERY LOW
^	 OPEN LITERATURE ASSURES THAT BREAKTHROUGHS WIDELY DISSEMINATED
^	 TRANSFER OF LONG LEAD TIME BASIC /APPLIED RESEARCH IS PROBABLY BENEFICIAL
TRANSFER OF MANUFACTURIftia EXPERTISE OR TECHNOLOGY WITH SHORT LEAD TIME
TO PRODUCTION CAN HAVE tFFECT ON COMPETITIVE CAPABILITIES OF A FIRM
1	 LICENSING FEES CAN PROVIDE FUNDS IN U.S. FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
—	 E.G., MANUFACTURE OF EVGfNES (GE-SNEGhA)
—	
TEND TO COUNTERBALANCE GAINS 8Y FOREIGN MANUFACTURER iN L°_ARNIiIG
FiBOUT OUR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
1	 U.S. RECEIVES INFORMATION AND FUNDS WHEN TECHNOLOGY SHARED
Source: Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc., Com etitive Factors in World
Civil Aviation, NASA CR-114447, August 1 i .
SOME SELECTED STUDY RESULTS
I	 IF CURRENT TRENDS CONTINUE. U.S. WILL LOSE OUT IN MEDIUM AND SHORT
HAUL AIRCRAFT MARKET
—	 OUTRIGHT SUBSIDIES OF FOREIGN INDUSTRY
—	 DECREASE IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM MILITARY SECTOR !N U.S.
I	 FAVORABLE EUROPEAN POSITION NOT DUE TO INFUSIONS OF AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
—	 DEVELOPMENT TRENDS PROCEEDED IN PARALLEL WITH LITTLE CROSSOVER
—	 FWERICAN POSITION PROBABLY BEEN MORE FAVORABLY AFFECTED BY ANY
INTERCHANGE DUE TO GP..ATER ABILITY TO APPLY TECHNOLOGY
^	 MOST EFFECTIVE INTERCHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY ON INTERPERSONAL BASIS
—	 LITTLE EVIDENCE OF ANY EFFECTS OF SUCH EXCHANGE IN AVIATION INDUSTRY
^	 U.S. $MOULD ADOPT POLICIES SUPPORTING R8D ON TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE 1NOUSTRIES
U.S. AVIATION INDUSTRY PROBABLY BENEFTTTED FROM AHY EXCHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY
RATHER THAN $OFFERED
Source: Forecasting International, Ltd., How Technolo 	 Transfer Affects
the Co etitive Position of the U.	 n the Word viation
Market, N S CR-1144	 arch
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•	 Previous studies, in the main, appear to suggest:
—	 Available knowledge is inadequate for a conclusive
statement regarding the net benefits of these de-
velopments, and
—	 The U.S. should maintain its current policy.
IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. AERONAUTICAL R&T POLICY
Reiterating some of the reasons already stated herein, the current
move to cooperative activities with foreign aviation firms is almost com-
pelled by financial exigencies, government actions, and the profit motive.
At any rate, continuation of the use of multilateral arrangements— good or
bad— seems inevitable. The most salient point of the movement is that it
reflects much more competition for U.S. firms. Foreign governments are
increasingly funding R&T and production projects. The ability of U.S. firms
to participate in joint arrangements and the strength of their position in
bargaining for these deals depends vitally on their (U.S. firms) possession
of the most advanced technology. NASA funding goes directly toward pro-
viding the type of advanced technological capabilities that are at the
cutting edge of the formation of joint ventures. As competition from foreign
entities grows, OAST-type research gains even greater importance for the
competitive strength of U.S. aircraft firms.
Considering all of the facts, trends and study results to date, the
following overall implications are drawn:
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t	 No fundamental change should be made in current policy
(long lead time R&T and excepting matters of national
security).
•	 Careful examination may be needed of cases in which
short lead time R&T is involved.
•	 The U.S. should face more directly its role as an
exporter of R&T and the implications of that role
in terms of obtaining, in some sense, a fair market
value for that R&T and the need to provide for the
continuous generation of R&T results.
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OUTLOOK FOR AERONAUTICS— BEYOND THE 1980'Si
The aeronautical industry today is maturing. Within our lifetimes,
many of us have witnessed the industry change from one producing cloth covered
aircraft (as recent as the early 1930's) to one producing modern, sophisticated
aircraft. Two primary events accelerated the growth of the industry as we
^	 know it today. The first was the introduction of all-metal aircraft during
the middle 1930's, a breakthrough which contributed to the birth and early
I	
development of the air carrier industry. The second, and perhaps more import-
+^	 ant event contributing to the rapid advance of aeronautical technology, was
World War II. The research that had been ongoing for years by NACA and the
aircraft industry provided a basis for the first war production models. How-
ever the requirements generated during the conduct of the war resulted in the
development of higher performance aircraft and new techniques for producing
them.. The precarious situation of world peace during many years following
the cessation of hostilities made it mandatory that our arsenal contain the
latest in aeronautical weaponry and be responsive to ever changing needs.
The situation still exists in which the United States must maintain leader-
ship in aeronautics.
World War II brought the development of aircraft specifically for
the commercial carriers to a virtual standstill. But shortly after the war,
j	 production began on four engine passenger aircraft. These aircraft were
pressurized which made air travel more comfortable for the passengers and
permitted the aircraft to operate at altitudes above much of the weather.
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Pressurization of aircraft was a ma 'or milestone in the develo ment ofJ	 P
commercial carriers and the research carried on by NACA in the 1920's and
1930's contributed greatly to this advanee.
The next major milestone in air carrier development was the
introduction of turbine powered aircraft into scheduled service in 1958.
_	 ^	 The design of these aircraft was based upon the technologies . developed	 ^,
by NACA and the Air Force in military applications — primarily air foil and 	 ^,
powerplant development. The quality of the ride in turbine powered aircraft-
•	 ^	 low noise levels, little or no vibration and the speed of the journey— contri-
buted greatly to the burgeoning demand for air travel, which was growing at
an annual rate of 12 to 15 percent during the 1960's. The growth prompted
the air carriers to order a new family of aircraft — the wide-bodies— in 	 .
order to respond to the increasing demand in a more efficient manner. How-
ever, as these aircraft entered service, an unpredictable world wide re-
cession began and resulted in the present over capacity situation among the
airlines which, in turn, has had an adverse economic effect on the entire
aircraft industry.
From 1958, when the first turbine powered aircraft were introduced
into service, until now, the United States aircraft industry has produced
more than 4,100 narrow body turbine aircraft and more than 600 wide body
aircraft. A sad fact is that firm orders for new air carrier aircraft now
number fewer than 2('0. Also, foreign competition is gradually penetrating
the market, further aggravating the economic situation of the U.S. industry.	 '
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An interesting fact is that the major milestones in transport air-
craft development have come at approximately 11 year intervals:
1935 38	 All Metal Aircraft
!	 1947	 Pressurized Piston Aircraft
f1958	 Turbine Powered Aircraft
1969	 Wide Bodied Aircraft.	 ^
It is no mere coincidence that major advances have occurred on this
time table. History shows that the products of research require from 10 to 	 '
1	 20 years to mature, from the original idea through the developmental and
applied research stages to specific applications. The products of research
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have peen a catalyst to the manufa c turing industry which made possible new
vehicles in meeting the demand for air transportation.
Each of the mayor milestones in transport aircraft development was
marked by two important factors — increased productivity and lower operat-
ing costs. Unless one or both of these two factors exist there is little
reason for purchasing replacement aircraft. Successful research in the many
fields of endeavor of the aircraft industry— aerodynamics, powerplants,
materials, structures, hydraulics, avionics, controls and fuels — to name
a few, have all contributed to the dramatic increases in productivity and
lower operating costs of the present generation of aircraft.
For many years the development of new transport aircraft drew
directly upon technology that was first used in military aircraft. However,
about 20 years ago, the types of aircraft developed for military use began
to require technology which had lesser application to civil aircraft. The
result has been that applied research costs for ne:^ compc±nents in civil
aircraft have been borne by the manufacturer which, .n turn, has increased
the costs of new aircraft.
During the early 1950's a transport aircraft cost about $1,000,000.
{	 Today the fly-away cost of a wide-body is between $25 and $35 million. The
economics of airline operations force such largz capital outlays to be
1	
amortized over a longer period of time which greatly influences an airline's
1	 policy of aircraft replacement.
As previously indicated, successful new aircraft have shown greater
productivity and lower operating costs than their predecessors making them
commercially viable products. The latest entry into tie air transport field,
the supersonic Concorde, is selling speed of operation rather than economics.
We shall all be observing this new aircraft with interest to understand the
grounds for its success if indeed it becomes successful. The technology
for supersonic aircraft is well understood in our industry as the Air Force
and Navy have been supersonic for a number of years. Hopefully our re-
search into the environmental and economic aspects of supersonic flight
will be successful so that supersonic aircraft will become a part of our
national scene.
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To focus on the outlook for aeronautics in greater detail, a number
of figures follow which illustrate many of the factors impacting on aero-
nautical development as well as concepts which are expected to be a major
part of future developments.
Figure 1 depicts the general pattern of aviation development over
the past 30 years and the trends expected for the next 30 in terms of air-
craft productivity and Research and Development investment. The increasing
research and technology development investment between 1940 and 1955 brought
about the introduction of the jet engine, the swept wing and the wide-body
structure and as a consequence, major improvements in productivity. The
pattern of increasing research and development investment changed in the
late 1950's and 1960's, as shown in the figure, and relatively few new develop-
ments can be expected for the period 1970-1985.
The chart reflects the fact that the halcyon days of aircraft
industry growth are about over. At least the rate of growth will be slowed
for a period of time, reflecting the typical pattern of a maturing industry.
i
In this type of industry, advances in productivity are going to come harder
and cost more.
In the early days, the demand for air transportation first drew
from the railroads, buses and steamships. The new forces at work in stimulat-
^	 ing other forms of intercity travel put more pressure on civil aviation to
be cost-effective and competitive.
Since 1938 the certificated airlines have operating under regula-
' tions which fixed both route structure and fares. Certain segments of the
aviation community now believe that these regul:^tions inhibit the growth of
air transportation by stifling free enterprise. Suggested modifications
I	 to the regulations are contained in proposed legislation recently submitted
to the Congress by the Department of Transportation. If changes in the re-
gulations do come about and do result in greater demand, the results pro-
bably will take a considerable period of time to be felt by the manufacturing
industry.
As pointed out previously, modern sophisticated equipment requires
great investment and needs many years of operation to recoup. Heretofore,
the airlines could look to the used airplane market in their re-equipment
4
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4planning. However, the used aircraft market has slowed considerably, forcing
airlines to other considerations for their aircraft replacement programs.
In sum, the tendency is toward a slower development process. ThE
immediate outlook seems to be fewer new aircraft and a longer time between
new models.
The operators must decide on the basis of economics and not pre-
formance in their assessment of any new equipment programs.
ISome of the above remarks have reflected the gloom that hangs over
the aeronautical industry at present. However there are positive forces
at work that can and will have a beneficial effect upon the industry. Or,
in other words, so much for the bad news; now for the good!
The first is people. The production of large aircraft may be
down but the production of people continues apace. Recent figures have
!	 put the population of the world at three billion with this number expected
to double by the year 200. The year 2000 is not really too far off. And
with these increases in pc : . lation will come increases in the demand for
air transportation.
f The passenger demand for air transportation is presently growing
at the rate of about seven percent annually. P,lthough this is only about
half of the growth rate experienced during the 1960's, it will, neverthe-
less, double the present demand for air transportation by 1986 if growth
`	 continues at the present rate.
Supplying the needs of the growing population will increase the
demand for transportation of all kinds. Air has a definite role in the
J	 future for transporting cargo. Indeed the flexibility that air brings to
1	 the transportation of goods can make it a much more dominant factor in the
distribution system than it enjoys today. Many developing countries are
using air transport successfully in solving their internal distribution
problems while progress is being made in the time consuming development of
surface transportation systems.
l
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One relatively small U.S. manufactured cargo aircraft is contribut-
ing significantly to solving developing country transportation problems.
Originally produced for the U.S. Air Force beginning in 1955, the Lockheed
C-130 and its commercial derivatives, the L-100 series, are still being pro-
duced. Over 400 of these aircraft have been delivered to foreign countries
where many of them are used primarily for civil distribution problems.
The use of aircraft for cargo transportation has been growing steadily
for 25 years and is predicted t^ :.^;^tinue to grow. In 1950, the airfreight
^:	 volume generated by U.S. carriers was about 0.3 billion ton miles. In 1974
the volume was 6 . 0 billion ton miles — a 20 fold increase.
A number of controlling factors in aviation are presented in Figure 2
and illustrated in greater detail in Figures 3 through 8. Increasing costs
will be reflecteu in higher fares ( Figure 3); modest growth will absorb the
remaining capacity in the airways system and at existing airports ( Figure 4);
and competition from government-sponsored foreign aircraft industries will be-
come more vigorous ( Figure 5). In military aviation, the U.S. can expect further
!	
reductions in access to overseas refueling sites ( Figure 6) and fewer foreign
!	 logistics and staging areas ( Figure 7). Moreover, military weapons will in-
crease in cost necessitating the development of fewer but more efrective weapons
systems (Figure 8).
+'
	
	 Primary directions in aeronautical development that are expected to re-
suit from the cor,trollin4 factors noted above are summarized in Figure 9.
i	 Directions for both civil and military aviation are listed. Prcyress iil ^riese
directions will depend critically on the extent to which the necessary techno-
a	 logy investments are made.
!i
	
	 The future directions of aeronautical development draw attention to
the potential opportunities afforded by air transportation, bath domestically
and internationally. These new opportunities are shown in Figure 10 and the
characteristics of the aviation system that would result are summarized in
Figure 11.
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Against this background of controlling factors, technology directions
and potential opportunities, there are a number of ongoing programs which NASA
and industry are jointly sponsoring.
The first such ongoing program is the Aircraft Energy Efficiency Pro-
gram. Efforts undE^r this program include research to develop more energy
efficient transports, more energy efficient engines through improved engine
components, and, in general, more energy efficient propulsion techniques. In
addition, research under this program is aimed at greatly reducing aircraft
j	 drag.
Research aimed at developing more energy efficient transports (Figure
'	 12) seeks to improve aerodynamic concepts and the development and incorpora-
tion of active ^:ontrols technology in new aircraft designs. The first phase
^	 of this program will intensify NASA efforts on the application of advanced
aerodynamics to the design of a transport with higher aspect ratio and lower
wing sweep and corresponding improvement in lift-to-drag ratio and fuel con-
sumption. The advanced aerodynamic design will be carefully integrated with
the propulsion system to minimize installation penalties. Investigations will
also be made on the use of active controls for relaxing design constraints for
static stability margins and reducing the tail size, as well as for alleivating
gust and ma• ^.wer loads. An important aspect of this activity will be to
develop methods for improving the reliability of flight control systems.
These aerodynamic improvements could save an estimated IO-ia percent in fuel
^	 usage compared to toriay'; v^iue-body transports. The use of active controls
could increase that by an additional 5 percent.
r
Ir F'^ i y77, detailed design and analysis studies will be performed
with the engine manufacturers to select those component improvements which
are attractive from both a technical and economic viewpoint. Development of
the selected components in both component tests and engine tests will begin.
These comF +ents, such as abradable seals, active clearance controls, and
1	 cor^hustion liners, shown in Figure 13, will have a high probability of being
incorporated into future production of current engines such as the JTBD,
JT9D, and i,F6.
t
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For the longer term, work will begin on the first phase of a program
directed at providing the technology base for future aircraft engine designs
which would be significantly more efficient that today's engines.
Studies completed this past year have shown that the incorporation
of advanced components into future engine designs could result in a 10 to 30
percent improvement in specific fuel consumption. This fiscal year, NASA
wil y initiate the intensive development of fan, compressor, combustor, and
turbine components required fo ►^ an advanced turbofan engine such as the one
shown in Finure 14. These developments will provide the basis for proceeding
to a second phase of an intensive engi^,e-directed component development effort
which could lead to a complete engine ground-test demonstration in the early
1980's.
i	 Drag reduction ;r^grams include rese«rch i^^to laminar flow control
3	 techniques which seek to maintain smooth or laminar flo^:^ over tiro wings and
tail.
As shown in Figure 15, the po^^ntial fuel savings from laminar flow
j	 control (20 to 40 percent) are impressive, depending on the extent of applica-
j	 tions and on the airplane design range. It is important to recognize, however,
that this high payoff technology will not be inco^^porated i^ new aircraft
designs until the possibility of developing a practical, maintainable boundary-
layer suction system has been thoroughly demonstrated.
Early experiments with the USAF X-21A airplane (Figure lf^} in the mid
1960's demonstrated that laminar flow could be consistently maintained, al-
though at that time the pumping and hardware systems were not developed to a
cost-effective stage.
Recent developments in lightweight structures and in advanced pumping
systems show promise of attaining economically viable systems that are reliable
^.	 ai^^ maintainable. In FY 1977, efforts will concentrate on the evaluation of
various suction surfaces and structural design concepts to select the most
promising candidates, and on the continued development of analysis methods
necessary for optimizing laminar-flow aircra^`t designs.
1	 .
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Earlier reference was made to the future im ortance of su ersonicP	 P
aircraft. In supersonic flight, civil and military aircraft of the future
will have some characteristics and many problems in common. Both classes
require increased aerodynamic efficiency to maximize range and payload and
minimize fuel consumption, more efficient propulsion systems, new materials
to minimize structural weight, and improved structural design approaches and
control systems. There are differences due to the environmental constraints
on civil aircraft and the maneuvering capability required for fighter air-
	
• ^	 craft which impact for the selection of engine cycles, aerodynamic configura-
tion and structural design. The technology required to develop a success-
ful supersonic cruise vehicle is also dependent upon the cruise speed
selected.
One of the primary measures of a transportation system ' s merit is
the product of the payload and the distance it is carried in a given time
interval. On the basis of this productivity criterion alone, supersonic
transportation appears inevitable, whether or not the first-generation
European entries prove economically successful. When development of an
American supersonic transport is undertaken, it will have to offer large
advantages over the most advanced subsonic jets, and over the initial and
improved versions of the Concorde and the TU-144, in order to compete
successfully on the world market. It will also have to overcome the en-
vironmental concerns which figured in cancellation of the original SST
prototype program. It is believed that the supersonic cruise aircraft
research now in progress could lead to a second-generation SST with at
! least a 100 percent increase in payload capability, a 25-30 percent increase
in range, and a 25 percent increase in speed relative to the Concorde, with
noise levels well below current federal regulations, and with objectionable
engine emissions reduced by 90-95 percent relative to present-day engines.
The optimistic predictions are based on several new conceptual
approaches which were not far enough along when the first -generation de-
signs were being solidified. The new approaches still require consider-
able work to assure technology readiness. They include, for example, the
"blended" configuration, shown in Figures 11 and 18, and the arrow wing
planform shown in Figure 18, which offer considerable increases in aero-
dynamic efficiency compared with the more familiar delta shapes. Interest
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. in these refined aerod namic shapes has been s urred by new structural con-y	 P
cepts which have increased our confidence that the configurations can be
designed for practical manufacture. The arrow wing, incidentally, has the
additional advantage of spreading the lift over a longer length and thereby
reducing sonic boom effects. The advanced supersonic design concepts also
include the use of propulsive lift to enhance the wing lift for low-speed
jperformance improvement and noise reduction and the use of a totally new
variable or multi-cycle engine. The multi-cycle engine, which is still in
1	 the early stage and requires extensive technical development, is an essential
new feature. The concept is somewhat similar to that of the variable-sweep
wings used on supersonic combat aircraft. Here the internal engine geo-
metry, rather than the wing geometry, is altered to vary the engine airflow
^	 as a function of flight speed. Operating in a sense as a gear shift, the
*	 variable cycle permits effective low-noise operation for takeoff and landing
while still maintaining high efficiency for supersonic cruise. An additional
^,	 feature of this engine is the improved specific fuel consumption as compared
to after-burning turbojets (Figure 19). Lastly, the new configurations will
'	 gain additional performance through the weight savings achieved by use of the
active controls concept. In the supersonic applications, the active controls
^	 ,<<^y include vectored thrust as well as aerodynamic control surfaces.
To accomplish the SST noise level and engine emission reductions
^	 mentioned previously, significant technological advances are required. How-
ever, as indicated in Figures 20 and 21, technological developments are under-
way which are expected to result in significant noise level and emission re-
ductions and which hold promise for even further improvements.
1	 With a look even further into the future but with the roots of
1	 growth even now established, a brief look at a hypersonic aircraft is pre-
sented next.
The hypersonic transport can be envisioned as a follow-on or perhaps
I
even an alternative to the second-generation supersonic flight. Operating
at three times the speed of Concorde— or about eight times the speed of
today's jet transports — and capable of very long ranges, the hypersonic
10t
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S	 trans ort could be of interest in an era of increased East-West and AfricanP
trade. Hypersonic transports would operate at extremely high altitudes and
use liquid hydrogen fuel. With respect to environmental considerations, the
altitude increase significantly reduces sonic boom effects on the ground ,and,
although the hydrogen fuel may present a water vapor problem, it contains no
hydrocarbon pollutants.
I
	
^	 At first glance, as can be seen in Figures 22 and 23, the hyper-
sonic airplane looks quite similar to a supersonic vehicle. Actually, there
	
^j	 are some major differences which account both for the spectacular performance
and the technological risk.
I
The airplane is powered not by a conventional turbojet or turbofan
r
engine, but by a supersonic-combustion ramjet integrated into the structure
	
^	 (Figure 24). Because of the very high flight speeds, the structure must be
cooled by circulating liquid through tubes embedded in the external skin,
	
^^	 depending on the large cooling capacity of the liquid hydrogen to remove
the heat. Hypersonic research engine tests have been conducted successfully
	
'	 in the laboratory; a possible flight research program to further the develop-
	
'	 ment of the hypersonic cruise flight concepts is currently being consider^4
jointly by NASA and the Air Force.
t^
To accommodate long-range supersonic and hypersonic transport air-
craft, new concepts in air terminal facilities will be required. An artist's
concept of an international supersonic/hypersonic air terminal is depicted
in Figure 25. The terminal is located offshore on a man-made island-lagoon
built up from the sea floor on the continental shelf. At such locations,
perhaps 20 to 30 miles offshore, noise would be of little concern, and
should the use of hydrogen fuel become necessary its on-site production
from sea water through dedicated nuclear energy plants would simplify the
problem of fuel distribution. A world-wide intercontinental air system
could be implemented with as few as 20 of these airports.
In the regime of "Lnw Speed Flight," which includes Short Takeoff
and Landing (STOL) and Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) aircraft, NASA,
together with agencies of the Department of Defense, has many ongoing re-
search programs. Research and technology base activities planned for FY 1977
for STOL aircraft will be focused on improving low speed lift and cruise
	
^^	 performance while, at the same time, reducing noise.
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Studies and experiments to find means of reducing noise are a con-
tinuing effort. .Wind tunnel models of an upper surface blowing configura-
tion have been developed. These models will be used to test various noise
absorbing materials designed to reduce the noise of the scrubbing action
of jet exhaust.
A number of aircraft are being used to study aerodynamic character-
istics during flight in close proximity to the ground, and in continuing
study and documentation of flying and handling qualities. In addition,
a lift augmentation scheme installed on the C-8 Buffalo is under extensive
investigation. The flap system, under this concept, would be retracted
during cruise to form an efficient airfoil section. There could also be
advantages in operating the augmentor in a cruise mode as well. The need
to completely retract the flaps could be eliminated permitting a simpler and
lighter weight wing/flap structure, and valuing for the ejector air would
be eliminated since the ejector would remain operative during cruise to
produce thrust. Following further study and analysis of the concept, it is
planned to evaluate a wing model in a wind tunnel in FY 1977.
t
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It is from work such as this that the powered-lift concepts evolved
which are now being used on the Air Force's Advanced Medium STOL transports
(AMST's). The Boeing YC-14, shown in Figure 26, is configured with upper
wing surface blowing and is scheduled for first flight in mid-1976. The
first flight of the McDonnell-Douglas YC-15 (Figure 27) occurred in August
1975. This aircraft employs externally blown flaps.
Using the technology base generated within NASA, coupled with the
Air Force activities, NASA has undertaken a program entitled Quiet Short-
Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA). The QSRA Program was initiated in FY 1974,
and a contract will be awarded in early 1976 for the final design and fabrica-
tion of the research aircraft.
The research aircraft, shown in Figure 28, will be a surplus C-8A
Buffalo airframe provided with new wings and four surplus AVCO-Lycoming jet
engines for propulsion and lift augmentation. The hybrid Upper Surface
Blowing (USB) propulsive-lift concept is designed to achieve high-lift
efficiency with low noise. The exhaust flow from the four turbofan engines
is directed across the upper surface of the wing to provide lift augmentation.
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In addition, bleed airflow from the engines is directed through the wing to
provide boundary layer control in selected locations to enhance the lift
performance and control at low speed and under one-engine-out conditions.
The over-the-wing location of the engines provides flyover noise shielding
in addition to noise reduction through acoustic treatment of the engine
installation. Analyses and wind-tunnel tests indicate that the hybrid
	
^^	 configuration will provide a 50 percent increase in lift for about the same
thrust to weight ratio as the simpler upper surface blowing or external
blowing systems.
The STOL aircraft could become an important part of the world
aviation scene. As large metropolitan airports become more congested
because of increasing demand, satellite airports may become necessary. The
scarcity of available land for airport citing will require vehicles having
STOL characteristics. The STOL aircraft of the future could provide for
	
^^	 both passenger and cargo traffic in the United States as well as in many
other nations.
In addition to the development of STOL technology, NASA has many
i
	
`	 ongoing programs in the development of UTOI aircraft. Rotorcraft, which
are typified by the helicopter, provided a unique capability. They can hover
	
I	
more efficiently than vehicles using any other means of powered lift. To	 '
attain this unique capability, other performance capabilities, such as cruise
	
^	 speed, are compromised. Yet the value of the helicopter's operational capability
is sufficient to make the helicopter irreplaceable.
Problems related to the deficiencies of helicopters are being
attacked in a continuing research program which includes aerodynamics,
structures, materials, and new rotor concepts. Analytical, wind tunnel,
rotor tower, and flight simulation techniques are employed as are flight
	
{	 tests, which are an essential part of rotorcraft research due to limitations
in ground-based facilities.
Much of NASA's research effort directed to rotorcraft is conducted
in conjunction with the U.S. Army which is the world's leading user of
helicopters. Much of the vehicle technology developed in the joint NASA/
Army research activities is equally applicable to civil vehicles. However,
13
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in response to the increased utilization and predictions of dramatic growth
in the civil helicopter industry, NASA plans to define the problems and
assess the need for more research emphasis on civil helicopters. NASA's
goal is to ens^^re that the technology is available on a timely basis to
maintain U.S. leadership in both military and civil vehicles.
In another direction of VTOL aircraft development the Navy has a
unique requirement. In recent years the Navy has joined NASA to augment
research efforts on the left cruise fan. Two lift/cruise-fan configura-
tions are shown in Fiy!^re ':. In both of these configurations, a lift-fan
is mounted in the nose of the aircraft for trim and pitch control in hover
and low-speed flight. Such a fan can be powered by hot gases dected from
a remote engine to drive a tip-turbine at the outer edge of the fan, as
illustrated by the configuration sketched in the lowe^^ right of the fig;^re,
o^ the fan can be driven by shafting from a remote engine, as illustrated
by the sketch in the upper left of the figure. In cruise flight, the lift-
fan in the nose is stopped and covered by movable louvers that are open
during takeoff and landing. The cruise fans shown mounted at the wing/
fuselage juncture provide lift during takeoff and landing by deflecting
the jet exhaust downward with nozzles, as shown in the sketch in the lower
right, or by tilting the fan units to a vertical position, as would be the
case for ^che configuration shown in the upper left. During cruise flight
the jet is exhausted rearward. A number of typical lift-fan aircraft are
depicted in Figure 30.
Commercial uses of VTOL aircraft could contribute to the revitaliza-
tion of inner urban areas. The aircraft depicted in Figure 31 is an advanced
rotorcraft capable of quiet vertical takeoff and landing from sites close to
or within urban centers. Large rotors would provide efficient lift in vertical
flight and when reoriented would act as large propellers in horizontal flight.
Other VTOL concepts, including those mentioned above which utilize large fans
in place of rotors, are equally promising and may prove more efficient over
longer routes. VTOL aircraft could provide both intraurban and interurban
passenger service and serve as versatile high speed links to major hub air-
ports.
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It was statsd earlier that the shipment of cargo is expected to
have considerable impact on the future of aeronautics. Figure 32 illustrates
the historical growth of air cargo and shows the results of recent forecasts
of potential growth. The history and forecasts of demand in terms of revenue
ton miles indicate that the current market demand was preceded by an annual
growth rate of approximately 13.5 percent since 1960. This market has been
characterized by high value unplanned and perishable goods which could main-
tain an 11 percent growth rate in the future.
} In 1970, studies showed that the " threshold" of product value con-
stituting air eligibility was approximately $ 1 per pound based on the costs
of air transportation at that time. If the costs of air transportation are
reduced by moderate decreases in the cost of ground operations and by more
efficient aircraft designs, or both, attractive new markets exist. If re-
duced air transportation costs allowed the air eligible product value threshold
to be lowered 25 percent, then an impressive array of major consumer items would
be attractive for air cargo including such items as refrigerators, washers, and
automobiles. The lower threshold would make passible the use of air for Tanned
air shipment and would result in the new market objective of 16 percent annual
growth shown as the top curve of Figure 32.
`
	
	
Figure 33 shows the decreases in the cost of producing air transporta-
tion through increased productivity by comparing three different aircraft.
Also shown are the costs of competing transportation. The "stretched" DC-8's
achieved a 10 percent decrease in operating cost over the Boeing 107 but econ-
omies of scale are readily apparent in the wide - body Boeing 747 cost figure.
New designs promise a much lower cost. Indeed such low costs per ton mile
f	 should permit a sizable penetration into the market now dominated by surface
vehicles.
Advanced designs have the potential for approximately two times the
efficiency and payload capability of current wide-body transports. The large
cargo aircraft may carry most of its load and its fuel in the wing rather
than in the body as shown in Figure 34. This flexibility in load distribution
is one of the benefits of large size, and permits major savings in structural
weight since the distributed load balances the aerodynamic lift forces on the
wing. The result is a potential payload increase on the order of 50 percent,
15
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with a corresponding decrease in operating cost and fuel per ton mile.
Studies of large cargo aircraft will be continued in FY 1977 to guide NASA
research efforts in concept definition and to determine the application of
advanced technologies, such as composite structures, active control landing
and flight systems, propulsive lift, and thick airfoil sections to these
configurations.
Figure 35 shows a ^:omparison of the fuel efficiency of current
commercial aircraft and the prediction for an advanced design such as the span-
loaded flying wing concept. As can be seen the economics of such a vehicle
promise viability.
jHowever such an aircraft would require many changes in the present
air cargo support system. Conceptual changes are shown in Figures 36 and 37.
Figure 36 shows a loading dock that would be required for efficient
loading of a spanwise loaded freighter.
Figure 37 is an illustration of a future air cargo terminal. Clearly
many changes would have to be made in cargo handli^^g methods but when one
examines the innovations that have been made by surface transportation in the
handling of containers the adaption to air would not be difficult.
The potential of large cargo aircraft has also attracted the atten-
tion of foreign aircraft manufacturers. Other nations are conducting studies
and investigations of large cargo aircraft concepts. Two examples of foreign
developments are depicted in Figure 38.
The development of large cargo aircraft may well spearhead the de-
velopment of integrated air cargo systems. The intermodal cargo terminal
i
depicted in Figure 39 is an example of such a system. Air and surface
transportation are integrated with a modern warehousing complex. Dedicated
cargo aircraft, weighing 1,000 tons or more and operating between intErmodal
cargo points would permit the rapid distribution of materials and products
between centers of production and centers of consumption, and greater flexi-
bility in the location of processing and manufacturing industries. It is
conceivable also that even larger amphibious cargo craft, fueled either by
hydrogen or nuc?ear reactors, or modern lighter-than
-air ships could operate
from the offshore terminal discussed earlier, as well as from cargo ships at
sea. An artist's conception of a modern lighter-than -air ship is depicted
^^	 in Figure 40.
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A new topic, and one that is uppermost in the minds of many re-
'	 searchers, is concerned with future energy sources for aircraft. Predictions
of fossil fuel exhaustion after the turn of the century are commonplace.
Two alternate sources of energy for powering aircraft have been under in-
vestigation for some time. The first, nuclear energy, has been investigated
through many preliminary design configurations in industry as well as agencies
of the government. The shielding problems result in aircraft of great weight
y	 and, consequently, size which would be difficult to justify in commercial
i	 applications. And perhFas more important and of much social significance
would be the catastrophic crash considerations. It is not as yet foreseen
how these problems would be solved.
The second potentially usable energy sources are cryogenic fuels.
The use of liquid hydrogen, or possibly liquid methane, as an alternate
fuel is being considered for both subsonic and supersonic aircraft, depicted
in Figures 41 and 42 respectively. Depending on the cost and energy required
to produce them, the liquified gases could be of interest as a means of re-
I
ducing dependence on petroleum and other fossil fuel sources. In their
application to aircraft, substantial technical effort is required to assure
adequate thermal protection and strength in lightweight engine design. How-
ever, the cryogenic fuel concepts appear entirely feasible. NASA experience
with hydrogen fuel in aircraft goes back almost two decades, to 1957, when
flight experiments were conducted with a B-57 airplane modified so as to
permit fueling of one of the engines with hydrogen in flight. The results
of that early experiment were entirely favorable. More recent experience
is the NASA space program. Over 600,000,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen were
obtained, transported, loaded and consumed without a single accident attri-
butable to the use of that fuel. Complete liquid hydrogen fuel systems were
developed including pumps, values, conduits, fuel injectors and leak detectors.
However, formidable technology problems iie in the system support areas of
economical production, liquification, distribution, storage and handling on a
world wide basis.
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Large more productive aircraft, both passenger and cargo, will
certainly influence our foreign trade. As our relations become more stabili-
zed with the nations on the other side of the Pacific Ocean, vast markets
could open. New transpacific markets as well as new marketing areas in the
developing countries of Africa involve great distances to be flown. Speed —
increased speed over present day aircraft— may be an importai`, element in
successful future air transportation. Research is pointing the way to in-
creased speed combined with the necessary reduction in operating costs.
1	 'Many countries of the world do not have the extensive surface
transportation system that we enjoy. It would seen that a large market
I	 could be developed for V/STOL aircraft in those countries that are attempt-
ing to develop more rapidly. The research that is ongoing now in NASA and
agencies of the Department of Defense on V/STOL aircraft would result in
new more efficient machines that could be very useful in expanding the
^	 economies of developing nations.
In our own country a relatively nt^w transportation system is de-
i	 veloping — the commuter airlines. Where there were only a few operating 15
years ago, today there are over 200 operating scheduled services. These
carriers, operating small aircraft, have stepped into a void created by the
'	 abandonment of service to smaller communities by certificated carriers who
could no longer afford to operate their large aircraft at points generating
very little traffic. Some of the commuter carriers are carrying more
passengers now than did the local service carriers when they were first
certificated by the CAB. The commuter airlines are operating U.S. manu-
factured general aviation aircraft as well as some higher capacity aircraft
jmanufactured outside this country. At present the CAB limits the size of
aircraft that can be operated. Should the regulatory climate change as a
result of Congressional action a market may be created fora new class of
aircraft.
Several references have been made to the essential elements of pro-
ductivity and cost of operations in air transportation. A major element of
operating cost is fuel. At the present time, the airlines together with the
FAA are practicing fuel economy measures in their daily operations. However
,a
with the specter of inadequate fuel supplies, future technologies must be
developed that will result in reduced fuel consumption. Such research is
now being pursued in NASA laboratories. The technical developments aimed
^^	 at fuel efficiency for subsonic transport aircraft will provide the means
of controlling the rising air transportation costs brought about by in-
^,	 creases in fuel prices.
The "positive forces" that are working in the market place clearly
`	 indicate that requirements do, and will exist for all types of new aircraft.
`	 The distant markets will require a new class of transports, both passenger
and cargo carriers. Potentially strong markets are in the formative stage
for many types of V/STOL aircraft. At home, a market may be developing for
the proverbial "DC-3 replacement."
Continued leadership in aeronautics is a must in maintaining a
healthy industr;. The competition that is growing in other countries should
;^	 be a catalyst to our own efforts.
Aviation will always gave a place in world commerce. However, if
new developments are not ^ursued with vigor aviation will not assume the
dominant role it can achieve.
The world does need more and better aircraft. However, the environ-
ment in which tommorew's aircraft will develop may be different.
•	 The business environment relative to the production of new aircraft
could be very much different than the one which is operative today. The
massive amounts of capital required to launch a new venture could be quite
beyond the financial capacity of an individual manufacturer. The next
generation of air vehicles will probably b^ i^^rger and consequently more
expensive which will increase initial capital requirements. Also, as air-
^	 craft become larger— and more productive — the tutal number of aircraft re-
.,
quired to meet market demands may be of insufficient quantity to justify
several production lines. Thus it is not inconceivable that the next genera-
'	 tion of aircraft produced by U.S. manufacturers migh± be the product of
joint-venture activities or of mergers or both. Multinational manufacturing
activities have been a fact of lift for many years in several product lines.
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It is not beyond the realm of possibility that airframe manufacturers in
the U.S. might find it convenient if not necessary to undertake joint ven-
tures with those of foreign nations to successfully market new vehicles.
All our major airframe manufacturers have had large ^^;ilitary con-
tracts that have provided a strong base for operations. With military
contracts dwindling, manufacturers may find it increasingly difficult to
remain profitable. Since it is the stated policy of the United States to
maintain our leadership in the aeronautics industry of the world, it ray
be necessary that the government find other ways to support this vital
industry ot'^er than through military contracts. Precedent has already been
established fur such activities. The U.S. supersonic aircraft program was
originally undertaken . pith government s!apport. More recently the Lockheed
Corporation has had the benefit of government guaranteed loans. Depending
upon the way the future situation of the aircraft industry develops— and
i	 in order to maintain a strong national manufacturing base— so^!e form of
^	 congressional action may be necessary.
Social pressures during the last 10 years have •,^urced the aviation
cummuni^y to find ways of becoming a better neighcor, During the late 1960`s
noise and air pollution resulted in the promulgation of certain standards
limii:ing these undesirai^le side effects of aviation. NASA has been in the
vanguard of efforts to find ways to reduce both air pollution and noise.
Several research programs have already borne fruit and other programs are
continuing. There is no question that the aeronautics industry should
cattinue the effort to eii^!inate as much noise and air pollution as possible.
!?^ryever t:^ere ara many difficult problems to solve that will require much
tine as well as money to find answers that will result in efficient air
vehicles and at the same time be acceptable to society as a whole.
In summar>^, ongoing research programs point to a variety of aircraft
that may well evol:'e as part of the aviation system o` the fu*ore. Improved
rotorcraft, and ^h;rt field powered-lift aircraft, toge^cher with military
and naval aircra^it of similar characteristics will serve a variety of needs.
The most significant i!^provements in short range air transportation, how-
ever, will com¢ with the introduction of quiet all-wea^her VTOL transport
aircraft. The same technology ^?!ay also see application in special purpose
surface effect aircraft. The next generation of subsonic tra;^sport aircraft
zD
I
I
I
I
t
i
will provide greater fuel efficiency far civil air transportation and longer
range and endurance for military aircraft. The greatest impact on long range
air transportation will result from the introduction of an efficient, en-
vironmentally acceptable supersonic transport. This development may pave
the way ultimately too hypersonic aircraft of even greater speed and range.
The significance of air transportation of quiet VTQL aircraft and efficient
long range supersonic transpor ts is such that the technology should be de-
veloped to the point where the U.S. industry can move rapidly and with
confidence to build these aircraft.
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NEIJ MARKET 0(3JECTIVE
•	 16^ Growth From 19;5
•	 Additional Traffic Equivalent
to 240 747 F's in 195
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Source: The Future of the U.S. Domestic /fir Freight Industry
Lewis Scli^^eicler, Harvard U^^iversity 1973
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LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CARGO AIRCRAFT
SPAN-DISTRIBUTED LOADING
CONVENTIONAL LOADING
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Cl1RREN^t WIDE BODY
REPRESENTATIVE PAYLOAD RND FUEL
EFFICIENCY OF AIR CARGO
CONCEPTS
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CONCEPTUAL ILLUSTRATIOfd OF A FUTURE AIR CARGO TERMIIJAL AREA SYSTEM
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FOREIGN DEVELOPMENTS IN LARGE CARGO AIRCRAFT
SPIV I [ T EKRk'i^PLAN
(w'irg in Ground ^E^f^fect-tiaig)
S {g ar; - 1?5 Kt
lc^9tf^ - Q25 {ft
Speed - 300 i:nots
(1{► rates at 25-50 ft over Hater
10 gas tu ►-bine ^engires
'	 ^ L QQ^C^
I^RNTLR FLYING SI'IP
(close-Loading)
Shan = J34 ft;
	 Length = 340 ft
Speed	 440 kts; Range = 400 n.mi.
Gross weigh[	 2.2 million pounds
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OUTLOOK FOR SHORT-HAUL AIRCRAFT
INCLUDING STOL AIRCRAFT POTENTIAL
VIEWGRAPH PRESENTATION
t
l
1	 Prepared by:
Operations Research, Inc.
June 23, 1976
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ir ti n	 arch In .Ope a o s Rese	 c
1
VUGRAPHS— MAIN POINTSl	 .
1. '^Jorld Transpor*_ Aircraft Market 	 .
There is a real and substantial future market, much or" which
i5 contested.	 '^Jhether we like it or not, we have strong competitors.
	 'dill
we meet this challenge?
2. Commercial Transoert Aircraft
Provides projections of world marke*, plus high/low for U.S. Note
that these are "independent" sources. 	 =oreign competition is very r.al
and incre?singiy strong.
3. Air Tra=ffic on Stages 9etween 0-SCO ^m
IMost of traffic (seat-miles) is short-haul with median of about
250 nm.
i4.	 'NOrla-'Aide ShCr'-K3nc e ^OmY': erCla I 'r3 ^,SCOrt Hdrket
l	
This is essentially a subset or total market, `ocusin g on snort-
ranee ^ort^ on. Same type o ^ story— the marke ^ ^ s pr;, jec _ed to be there
(Source.
	 CMS).
i	 5.	 =annual Ge i i ^ieri es of Ri STOL Ai rcra`t
Same as above, but narrowing down to ^^'STCL in particular {Source:
`	 Douglas}.
6 -t3	 K,bir:h.	 3ritish Airr,av5.	 .?ritish =conCmis`
^/ieWS expressed In 19iJ-i4-%^; 311 Saying more 3CCL't $TCL anc '^S
I	
potential application and use.
l	 5.	 Japan Situation
Ja pan, in near term, not considering STOL, but what about early
to mid-eighties? Note strong for^iyn competition.
10.	 DeHavilland Ad
.his is a throw-in, but it demonstra^es ene major point: 	 CHC ,s out
there now both producing and ;eliing STCL aircraft. 	 'rJhere will they be anc
where will we be in 10 years?
a
r
i.
Operations Research, Inc.	 0t
	11.	 Unique STOL Caoabiliriesi	 p ictorial representation or application areas, based p n unique
STOL capabilities.i	 12-16	 Enumerates application areas, one at a time.
	
17.	 Ir,tecrated Ground-Air ir^nsaor^ation
Shows 3-phase concept using STCL ('rom Doua_las S^OL and she
L. A. Megalopolis}.
	
13.	 Summary
Reiterates poten^ial civil benerit areas.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This report covers forecasts of the world supersonic fleet size by
the year 2000. Deliveries and fleet size are considered to be the same since
none of the supersonic fleet will be retired during the period covered 5y the
report. Six separate estimates are used in this report and show, where
available, both an "upper limit" with no production constraints and a "most
likely" number of aircraft based on production constraints. Most of the
data used was obtained from the CIAP Monograph 2, September 1975. The Delphi
forecast is based on an average of the responses of 34 individual experts in
the major airlines, aerospace industries, national and international re g ula-
tory agencies, government and private research agencies, and in aviation
publications.
	
Contested market data is available onl;^ in the Delphi fore-
cast and only for the year •
 19°O. This data was extended to year 2000 by
f	
assuming that the percent of market shares would be the same in year 2000 as
l	 in year 1990.
f
^_ '	 i	 I
1
SUMMARY
	
^^	 As shown in Table 1, forecasted data is only at certain points in time,
^	 primarily, the year 1990 and the year 2000. Most of the projections assume
that the U.S. supersonic aircraft would not go into service until 1985.
	 It
is more likely that no advanced U.S. supersonic aircraft will go into service
before the late 1980's or early 1990's. 1/
IOf the forecasts made, it appears that the Douglas forecast of 330 a^^d
	
I	 the Delphi forecast of 225 for U.S. supersonics adjusted to 340 for world
production (see Figure 1) are the most likely to be attained by the year 2000.
	
I	 The data in Figure 2 was developed from a 1973 Douglas forecast that
appears in CIAP Monograph 3 which estimates that there could be 131 supersonic
	
I	 aircraft in service in 1980, 250 in service in 1990, and 330 in service by 2000.
Also shown is a Douglas forecast made in 1975 which shows 18 supersonic air-
craft in service by 1978 (this number is adjusted to 16 since production on the
Concorde stops at 16) and 99 in service by 1990.
Figure 3 is the Delphi forecast which shows both U.S. production and
world production of supersonic aircraft by 1990 and L.S. production by 2000.
Also shown is an interpolation of world production by 2000 assuming the U.S.
share of the market in 2000 is the same as the U.S. share of the market will
be in 1990 (66.0 percent). Also shown is a contested market of 115 supersonic
aircraft which would have a 528.3 billion (1975 constant dollars) on the G^^P.
Figure 4 shows that the economic impact of one supersonic aircraft
sold for 590 raillion (1975 dolars) would add 5245.7 million to the U.S. G^^P,
provide 3800 aerospace jobs, 2350 jobs in supporting industry and 10850 ser-
vice type jobs elsewhere in the rest of the economy fora total of 17,nnn
jobs.	 It would also benefit the U.S. economy by providing 528 million in
State/local taxes and 549 million in Federal taxes that can be used as the
government's contribution to enhance the supersonic or other aerospace pro-
grams. It will also make a major contribution to a favorable trade balance -
U.S. as an exporter rather than an importer of supersonic aircraft.
	
l	 1/ See: Aviation Oaily, 6/14/76, p. 239 and Astronautics and Aeronau*.ics,
June 1976, p. 23
'^
}	
	 ^
The scale in Figure 5 can be used to instantaneously determine the
impact on the U.S. economy for up to 600 supersonic aircraft.
4
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TABLE 1
FORECAST- OF WORLD SUPERSONIC FLEET SIZE BY YEAR 2000
i
i
t
Year
Dou	 las Del	 hi
1975 es^ 1973 est Boeing Lockheed UCLA
^
U.S.	 i	 World
198t^ ^
U^,,^er 330 51 ^
Limit
^^•^^s t 18 131 42	 ^
Likely
I
1985
Upper
Limit
Most 20
Likely
'1990
LPpet
250 800 440 530
Most 101 200 300 241	 lu5 250
Likely
i
2000
Upper 1061 1855
Lir a
Most 330 550 7GG 615	 225
Likely
I
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1SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
FORECASTED ECONOMIC BENEFITS
i
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ii
i
FORECASTS OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT PROGRAM
Scenario I
New Technology Supersonic Transport (SST)
^^.
f
i
• Technology Development Phase 1981	 - 82
• Concurrent Engine And Airframe
Development Phase 1987 - 88
• Start Production 1988 - 89
• Start Shipments 1989
• Total	 Shipments Of 309 By 2000
• No Competition .
• 50	 Percent	 For U.	 S.	 Airlines
And 50 Percent For Non-U.S. 	 Airlines
• If U.S.	 Does Not Develop And Produce
The SST,	 U.S.	 Will	 Import To Meet
Requirements
Scenario
	 II
Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST)
• U.S.	 Will	 Produce The	 Airframe.	 The	 Engine
Will	 Be A Foreign Made Advanced Olympus
	 593
• Start Shipments 1985
• Total	 Shipments Of 35G By 2000
• No Competition
• 50	 Percent	 For	 U.S.	 Airlines	 h•ir	 50	 Percent
FOR	 Non-U.S.	 Airlines
i
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TABLE 1
U. S. ECONOMY - JOBS
i
•	 U. S.	 Unemployment Rate in December 1975 	 was Highest Among Large
Industrial	 Countries:
• U. S Unemployment Rate 8.5 Percent
^	 • U.	 S.	 Unemployed People 1.7	 Million
• Average Number Receiving Unemployment
Compensation 5.2	 Million
• Unemoloyment Compensation Paid in 1975. 518.4	 Billion
• Additional	 New Jobs Needed Every Year
Through 1980 1.5	 Million
• Economic Assumption By The President
For 1981	 Is An Unemployment Rate of 4.9 Percent
•	 Unemployment is
	
an Economic "Minus"
• Unemployed Married Person With One
Child Living	 in	 Pennsylvania Who
Earned 5200 Per Week When Working
Can Receive 85,900 	 In Unemployment
Compensation.
• Restoring Job At 511000 Per Year
Will	 Result	 In An	 Economic	 "Plus"
of	 57,900:
-	 Federal	 Income Tax	 5 1,000
-	 State,	 Local	 And Other Taxes 970
-	 Eliminated Unemployment
Compensation 5,900
-	 Economic Plus	 5 7,870
r
1
t
nTABLE 2
NEW TECHNOLOGY SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT PROGRAM (SST)
ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
(1975 Constant Dollars)
Actions	 Year
•
	
Continued Technology Development Until	 1981 - 82
•
	
Concurrent Engine and Airframe Development	 1987 - 88
•
	
Start Production	 1988 - 89
•
	
Start Shipments	 1989
•
	
Total Shipments of 309 SSTs by 	 2000
BENEFITS
•	 Development Phase Will	 Add:
• Over Man Years
	
of Employment
• Over Thousand Jobs
	 at Peak of Development
• Approx. Billion	 to	 the	 National
	 Economy
• Approx. Billion	 to	 Federal	 Taxes
• Approx. Billion to State and	 Local	 Taxes
•	 Production Phase Will	 Arid
• Over	 1.8 Million Man Years of Employment
^ Over 165 Thousand Jobs at Peak of Production
• Approx. 562.6	 Billion to	 the National	 Economy	 (G"dP)
• Approx. 412.5
	 Billion to Federal	 Taxes
• Approx. 57.4	 Pillion to State and Local 	 Taxes
• Approx. 516.0	 Billion to	 U.	 S.	 Trade	 Balance
^1
^.
i
TABLE 3
FORECAST OF ADVANCED SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT SHIPMENTS
1985 - 2000
Advanced Supersonic ! New Technology ?/
Transport	 (AST) SST
By BY
Year Year Cumulative Year Cumulative
i	 1985 2 2
1986 8 10
1987 16 26
1988 15 41
1989 20 61 20 20
19 Q ^ 22 83 22 42
1991 26 109 26 68
1992 26 135 26 94
1993 26 161 26 120
1994 26 187 26 146
1995 27 214 c7 173
1996 27 241 27 200
1997 27 268 27 227
1998 27 295 27 254
1999 21 322 27 281
2000 28 350 28 309
r
1/ 1985 - 1990 forecast published in, "The Passenger Air Transport 'Market,
1975 - 1990," June 1915, Douglas Aircraft Company. Forecast for 1991-
2000 provided as a total number by Mr. Lucien Rochte, Supersonic Group,
Douglas Aircraft Company, 9 July 1976. This is referred to by Douglas
I
	
	
as the Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST). Annual delive ry rates for
1991 - 2000 were assumed at levels inaicated above.
2/ Boeinn (Mr. John Granville) advised on 12 July 1976 that previous SST
forecasts made by Boeing are no longer valid and should not be used.
Mr. Lloyd Goodmanson, Boeing advised that no recent marketing studies
were made by Boeing on the SST. Assumptic^^ is made in this report
that deliveries will not start until 1989 and will be at the same de-
livery rate as the Douglas AST. This allows for continued technology
development until 1981-82 and then start development on engine and air-
frame concurrently.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
FORECASTED ECONOMIC BENEFITS
Pre pared by:
Operations Research, Inc.
July 22, 1976
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
I
INTRODUCTION
This report covers the estimated costs and related benefits associated
with the development of the new technology SST. The development cests involved
range from 55 - 57 billion during the period 1978 t' 1988 while the associated
benefits cover the same development period together with the benefits derivFd
from production during the period 1989 to 2000. These latter benefits are in-
eluded in the ORI report delivered to NASA on July 15, 1976. All costs and
benefits are stated in 1975 constant dollars. Additionally the benefits de-
rived from Federal tax revenues during the production phase are also stated
at their discounted present value for valid comparisons with the R&D invest-
ments. This conversion was not necessary during the development phase since
1	 the tax revenue is generally received during the same year the investment is
made.
SUMMARY
Table 1 shows two selected problems that are of National concern -
.^ i
r►
iUnemployment and U.S. Trade Balance. Unemployment is addressed in the Economic
Report of the President, January 1976 while a NASA objective as stated in the
FY 1977 President's Budget is to, "continue to advance the Nation's aeronautical
technology to ... enable private industry to maintain a strong U.S. competitive
position in the international Marketplace." The new technology SST program
will have a favorable impact on both problems. 	 '
The planned actions, developments and related benefits (employment,	 ^
GNP, Federal taxes, U.S. trade balance) are summarized in Table 2. The Table
shows that if the government were to provide total funding of the ^&D phase
(57.0 billion) the Federal tax revenues at discounted present value would ex-
ceed the R&D -.osts by 51.5 billion. The return on investment to the govern-
ment woul^^ be increased by the amount of participation by industry during the
R&D phase.
Table 3 shows a comparison of government spending under three alterna-
tives using the large scale macroeconomic model of the Chase Economic Associates.
The study conclusions are that by retaining high technology programs such as
space and defense hardwarz as opposed to other low technology alternati^^^s,
there would be increased Federal tax revenues, higher employment levels and
larger GNP.
The yearly (1978 - 1988) R&G costs, impact on Gi;?, employment and
Federal tax revenues are shown in Table 4. The employment data were based
on computatior^ shown in the FY 1977 President's Budget and are explained
by footnote in Table 4.
^	 Tab1P 5 shows by year, 1978 to ?_000, the Federal tax revenues received
f
	 esch year that a re re'ated to R&D ar,d production. The amounts related to pro-
duction have been converted into discounted present value and statistically
t
applied to each of the R&D investment years.
Figure 1 is a graphical summary of the R&D costs and the rela y ed bene-
fits derived by the government during both the RED and production phases.
Also attached are opinions of the Council of Economic ,4dvisors to the
President and industry on the timing of government investment of R&G funds.
r
1TABLE 1
NATIONAL PROBLEMS
•	 Unemployment
•	 U.S.	 Unemployment Rate in December 1975 was Highest Among large
Industrial	 Countries:
-	 U.S.	 Unemployment Rate 8.5 Percent
-	 U.S.	 Unemployed People 7.1 Million
-	 Average Number Receiving Unemployment
Compensation 5.2 Million
-	 Unemployment Compensation Paid in 1975 $18.4 Billion
-	 Additional	 New Jobs Needed Every Year
Through 1980 1.5 Million
-	 Economic Assumption By The President
For 1981	 Is An Unemployment Rote of 4.9 Percent
• U.S. Trade Balance
• U.S, must continue to advance the Nation's aeronautical technology
to enable private industry to maintain a strong U.S. competitive
position in the international marketplace.
- If U.S. does not develop and produce a new technology supersonic
transport, U.S. will import to meet its requirements.
- There is a 532 billion 1975 constant dollars trade balance swing
at issue.
r
TABLE 2
NEW TECHNOLOGY SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT PROGRAM (SS^i)
ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
(1975 Constant Dollars)
.Actions Year
• Technology Development 1978 - 82
• ConrurrEnt Engine and Airframe Development 1983 - 88
• Start Production 1989
• Total	 Shipments of 309 SSTs by 2000
Development Costs
• Technology Development 51 Billion
• Engine and Air Frame Development 54-6 Billion
Total	 Development Costs 55-7 Billion
Economic Benefits
Adds Man Years
	
of Employment 2.5 Million
Adds Jobs at Peak:
During	 Development 100 Thousand
During Production 165 Thousand
Adds t0 GNP 520.1 Billion
Adds to Federal	 Taxes:
During Development S	 3.5 Billion
During	 Production	 (present value	 55.08) 512.5 Billion
Adds to	 U.S.	 Trade Balance 516.0 Billion
Development costs range between 55-7 billion. Government Share not yet
determined. Worst case is for government to fully finance at the 57.0
billion level. Return on government investment during development and
production phases is 516.0 billion in 1975 constant dollars and 58.5
billion in present value dollars.
^.
.:u
TABLE 3
COMPARATIVE INVESTMENTS
Using t,^ large scale macroeconomic mod :l of Chase Econometric Associates to
evaluate the effects of three alternative spending mixes in a fixer r^tal
budget for the Federal Government in Fiscal Years 1973 and 1974. Spending
adjustment in all alternatives was $3.7 billion.
^	 Alternatives
1. Holding the line on high technology expenditures, such
as space programs and defense hardware.
2. Reducing grants i'n aid to the States.
3. Reducing Federal civil employment (5 percent)
Findings
Alternatives
Federal deficit reduced (increased tax 	 ?	 3
receipts)	 S1.5 B	 51.7_ B
GNP higher	 8.8 B	 6.0 B
Fewer people unemployed	 130,000 people
Cnnr 1 pis i nn
Retain the high technology programs. Results in smaller Federal deficits,
higher employment levels and larger yross National product than thF alterna-
tive in which technology is constrainted.
Source: Understanding the Impact of Aerospace Programs on the National
Economy, Bernard N. Kronoerg, Chief Economists, Government
Affairs, B-1 Division, Rockwell International, March 14, 1975
(Case Study C).
1
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TABLE 4
FORECAST OF NEW TECHNOLOGY SST
DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS
1978 -	 1988
(1975 Constant Dollars	 in Millions)
Impacts Personnel ?/ Aircraft 3/
R&D on	 Compensation Industry Total	
4/
Fed 5/
Year Costs GNP Employment Employment Taxes
1978 3	 40 3	 lOG 3	 30 1,320 3,960 20	 '
1979 240 600 180 7,924 23,772 120
1980 240 600 180 7,924 23,772 120
1981 240 600 180 7,924 23,772 120
1982 240 600 180 7,924 23,772 120
1983 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
1984 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
1985 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
1986 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
1987 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
1988 1,000 2,500 750 33,017 99,051 500
Total 57,000 317,500 55,250 231,11E 693,354 S3,500
1/ GNP multiplier of 2.5 used.
2j R&D is labor intensive. For this study it is assumed that 75 percent of
the total R&D costs are for personnel compensation (see ^^ASA budget for
Research and Program Management, The Budget of the 'J .S. Government, FY 197;,
p. 662)
Average annual pay is the computed pay per person in the F'( 1975 column of
the FY 1977 NASA budget, for Research and Program Management in the above
reference (S22,715).
4/ Multiplier of 3 used.
5/ Paid by co^'rrations and individuals. Approximately 20 percent of G^JP.
iJ
TABLE 5
FORECAST OF NEW TECHNOLOGY SST
ADDED FEDERAL TAX REVENUES
1975 CONSTANT DOLLARS AND PRESENT VALUE
(Millions of Dollars)
R& D A D D E D F E D E R A L	 T A
k E
	 S
INVESTMENT R ^ D Phase Production Phase
Year Amount 1975 Present 1975	 (resent 1975 Present
Constant Value Constant	 Value Constant Value
Dollars Dollars Dollars
1978 5	 40 S	 20 S	 ^0 5	 71	 5	 28 5	 91 5	 48
1979 240 120 120 429	 171 549 291
1980 240 120 120 429	 17. 549 291
1981 240 120 120 429	 171 549 291
1982 240 120 120 429	 171 ^49 291
1983 1,000 500 500 1,787	 712 2,237 1,212
1984 1,Or^0 500 500 1,788	 712 2,288 1,212
^o5 1,000 500 500 1,788	 712 2,288 1,212
1986 1,000 500 500 1,788	 713 2,288 1,213
1987 1,000 500 500 1,788	 713 2,288 1,213
1988 1,600 500 500 1,788	 713 2,288 1,213
Total 57,00,E 53,500 53,500 512,514	 54,987 516,014 S8,487
Production Federal
Year Taxes
1989 S	 810	 5	 530
19°0 891	 530
1991 1,053
	
569
1992 1,053	 517
1993 1,053	 470
1^^4 1,053	 428
1995 1,C93	 403
1996 1,093	 367
1997 1,093	 334
1998 1,094	 303
1999 1,094	 276
1
	 2000 _ 1,134	 260
Total
j
512,514	 54,9&1
;#
ITIMING OF GOVERNMENT
INVESTMENT IN R&D
Question - When sf^ould Federal government R&D `unds be i^^vested to encourage
the earliest participation by the aeronautical industry in the R&D
phase.
Answer-	 The Council of Economic ^,ovisors to the President and industry
(Boeing) both favor Government emphasis on technology development.
(see below).
Council of Economic Advisors
Economic Report of the President, 1972 p. 126
.Government has an appropriate role in R&D even when its results
will not be incorporated in Government purchases, because private firms
would underinvest in R&D for gods normally purchased by the private
sector. Although an investment in R&D may produce benefits zxceeding
its costs from the viewpoint o1 society as a whole, a `ern considering
the investment may not be able to translate enough of these benefits
into profits on its own products to justify the investment.
... One way to encourage more spending in R&D for private goods is, of
course, by direct funding. When this approach is followed, it is sensible for
Government's share of total expenditures to be greatest fur basic research and
to decline at subsequent stages."
Industry
Mr. J. E. Steiner, Boeing Company, in testimony before the Subcommi*tee
on Aviation and Transportation R&D, May 11, 1976 presented a manufacturer's
viewpoint on the "Future of Aviation, National Transportation System" said:
"The total need for development toward better commercial
airplanes is vast. The fact that we have done relatively
little for some years has placed us in a position where
we, as a Nation, have no significant advantage in technology
over foreign competitors. Regaining our former technological
lead may, in fact, be impossible ... as someone once said 'we
must simFly run faster: Running faster requires government
sponsored te_hnology development in conjunction with industr'es
capabilit y to integrate the results of bas'^ research into
viable economic products..."
^n
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SELECTED FEDERAL PROGRAMS
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WHICH PROVIDE SUBSTA"JTIAL
ASSISTANCE TO THE
RAILROAD TRANSP^^RTATION INDUSTRY
Prepared by:
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This report covers four selected Federal programs which provide sub-
stantial financial assistance to the railroad transportation industry. The
selected programs are:
I. Washington, D. C. Metro System
II. Conrail
III. Metropolitan Scale Application of Automated Guideway Transit (AGT)
IV. AMTRAK
Federal financial assistance for Conrail and AMTR;^G: is authorized by
the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, the tiMTRAK Improvement Act of
1975 and the Railroad Revitalization and ?egulatory Act of 1976. Federal
assistance for the other transportation programs is authorized under the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as amended.
Current costs of entire rail rapid transit systems are in the range of
j	 320-50 million per mile for capacities of about 30,000 passf^ngers per hour per
1
,J1
^	 ^
2l
direction. Underground lines cost as much as 3100 million per mile. 	 ^
i
SUMMARY
IThe Washington, D. C. Metro system started operations on March 27, 1976
with 4.6 miles of completed track and 5 stations. The total cost for 100
miles of track and 87 stations is estimated to be between 35.0 and 56.5
1	 billion. The completion date of 1982 is uncertain. The Mitre Corporation in
a 1975 report indicates that the projected operating revenues won't even
	 !
cover the interest charges that would normally be associated with such an in-
vestment. At the peak of construction there were 9,300 direct jobs and by
using a multiplier of three, resulted in nationwide jobs for about 28,000
persons (including consumers and services).
The Conrail systems, aided by a 36.4 billion Federal program is in-
tended to keep the railroad industry in private hands and save it from fur-
ther degredation. It is estimated that it will take at least eight years
before Conrail will start to show a profit.
	 It will operate 15,000 route
miles and continue emplc,yment of 90,000 of the 97,839 employees of the bank-
rupt Northeast railroads.
The Metropolitan Scale Applications of Automated Guided Transit (AGT)
requires a capital investment of 37.8 billion of which the Federal government
will finance up to 80 percent (56.2 billion). The AGT covers 380 miles of
dual guideway i^^ four metropolitan areas in the United States.
Congress recently approved a 51.6 billion rail improvement program
for AMTRAK to provide high-speed railroad passenger service in the densely
^	 populated Northeast Corridor of the U. S. AMTRAK commenced operations in
1971, reported deficits of 5150 million in 1973 and more than 3320 million ir.
1975. An operating deficit in 1980 is estimated as 5400 million. 	 "For each
j^
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of almost 19 million passengers," the New York Times in 1974 states that,
"taxpayers will pay more than 312 for his ride."
:.
^'	 i
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I. WASHINGTON, D. C. METRO SYSTEM
Metro is the largest rail rapid system ever built under one plan at
one time. Congress ordered a physical start to the system in 1960. The U. S.
Government made a grant of 51.1 billion (51.6 billion in 1975 constant dol-
lars) in 1969 at which time the ground was broken. Some pertinent data regar-
ding the Metro system follows:
•	 Cost of total system, 55.0 to 56.5 billion
•	 100 miles--87 station network, 53 stations underground
•	 Half of stations under .:onstruction or completed
--	 4.6 miles--5 stations completed March 27, 1976
-- 40.7 miles--37 stations under construction
•	 556 cars will be in service when system is completed
-- Rohr cars are 75 feet long
-- Carry 81 passengers seated and anoth?r 94 standees
-- Run at 75 mph, averaging 35 mph including sups
•	 In 1972 the government guaranteed revenue bonds sold by the
4
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	I^	 transit authority. Other national fur is cone from unuse^± federal
	
Il	
highway grant p^•ograms for the region.
•	 At the peak of cons ruction activity:
	
^(	 -- Construction contractors employed 7,300 laborers and
	
`	 skilled craftsr^en
I-- Anothe ► 2,000 persons are directly employed in Washington
I
and elsewhere in the U. S. in planni^^g, engineering, and
technical aspects relating to construction ^r operation
Iof the system.
	
1	 •	 Current fare is 55 cents during rush hour and 40 cents during non-
Irush hours. Nandic:apped and elderly people with special identifi-
	
^	 cation cards travel for half fare during nonrush hours. In the
second and subsequent phases, fares will be based on distance
travelled.
•	 Projected operating revenues won't even cover t"e interest charges
that would normally be associated wi^h such an investm?nt.
i
Sources: Trar.spurtat;on Re^zarch News, May-June 1976
Transportation in the U. S., An Appraisal, The Mitre Corp.,
January 1975.
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Washin g ton Post, July 22, X976.
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II. CONRAIL
A 36.4 billion federal program is designed to reorganize the Penn
Central and other bankrupt carriers, provide funds for still other needy
railroads, and upgrade Northeast Corridor service. "This is our last chance
at developing a comprehensive program to keep the railroad industry in pri-
vate hands, to save it from further degredaticn and eventual nationalization,"
says Representative Fred B. Rooney (D-Pa.), chairman of the House subcommittee
dealing with railroad problems. The Consolidated Railroad Corporation
(Conrail} has taken over the operations and will operate 15,000 route miles,
with 90,000 personnel, 159,000 freight cars and 4,162 locomotives.
John Ingraham, First National City Bank vice president, estimates
that Conrail would have a profit of 555 million in its eighth year. The U. S.
Railway Association (USRA) also predicts that Conrail would be reasonauiy
profitable in its eighth year, but assumes that this will depend on federal
loan guarantees.
Sources:	 Business Week, June 2, 1975, August 11, 1975, November 24, 1975,
and April 19, 1976.
E
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III. METROPOLITAN SCALE APPLICATION OF
AUTOMATIC GUIDEWAY TRANSIT (AGT)
Four metropolitan networks have made serious studies and are consid-
ering the purchase of AGT for their locales. These would require a capital
investment of 57.8 billion dollars.
	 If approved, the Federal Government
might be called on to finance 80 percent of the costs (56.2 billion).
The metropolitan networks are:
•	 Regional Transportation District, Denver, Colorado.
-- 100 route miles of double guideway
-- 67 stations
-- 800 12-passenger vehicles
--	 Capital cost, S2.1 billion
•	 Twin Cities Area, St. Paul/Minneapolis
-- 81 miles of dual guideway
--	 114 stations
--	 Capital cost 51.7 billion
r'
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^^	 San Diego Region, California
-- 59 miles of dual guideway
-- 57 stations
^	 -- vehicle fleet containing 17,500 seats
f
-- Capital cost, 51.6 billion
•	 Santa Clara County, San Jose, California
-- 140 miles cf dual guideway
-- 140 stations
-- Capital costs, 52.35 billion
Source: Panel Reports on Automated Guideway Transit In Support of an Ass.^s-
ment of PRT and Other New Systems. Prepared for the Uffice of Tech-
nology Assessment, U. S. Congress, May 1975.
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IV. AMTRAK
Congress recently approved a 51.6 billion Northeast rail improvement
program. This is in addition to the 56.4 billion Federal program designed to
reorganize the Penn Central and other bankrupt carriers.
AMTRAK commenced operations in 1971. The Secretary of Transportation
reported a 1973 deficit of 5150 million compared with total revenues of 5177
million, 46 percent of which was in a Federal subsidy. Some pertinent data
regarding AMTRAK follows.
^	 1975 selected statistical data:
-- 25,000 mile system
-- Will lose more than 5320 million
-- Costs per passenger mile are 15.4 cents
-- Revenues per passenger mile are 6.7 cents
-- If every Amtrak seat were filled, the system would still
lose over 575 million in this year
E
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•	 Other selected d^.ta:
-- AMTRAK'S Floridian--Chicago to St. ?etersburg, Florida.
Roomette costs passenger 5120, AMTRAK subsidizes his trip
to the tune of 5264. The Government could save money by
giving each of these customers first-class airfare, plus
3100 to spend on the beach.
-- Even with twice as many riders AMTRAK projects operating
deficits of 5400 million a year in 1980.
-- The New York Times, dated December 1974, stated, "for
each of the almost 19 million passengers the system will
carry, taxpayers will pay more than S12 for his ride."
Sources:	 Busi less '^.'eek, April 19, 1976.
Fortes, Decembe^ 1975.
Tr?nsportation in the U. S., An Appraisal, The Mitre Corporation,
January, 1975.
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